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• Wellness Center
to participate in
Longest Day of Play

T

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

•See Page 2

BZA OKs parking variance
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments unanimously
approved a parking variance for a new restaurant Wednesday in
addition to granting two separate outdoor storage requests and
other requests for dimensional and setback variances.
The 13-space parking variance was requested by Qdoba
Mexican Grill, which plans to locate in the recently vacated
retail space at 618 North 12th St. in the former Pella store next
to Subway. In the motion, it wits noted that additional parking

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Fire line tape guards the gutted remains of a house at 410 Gilbert St., Wednesday morning in
Hazel. A fire at the residence was reported at ab?ut 1 a.m. The lone occupant inside escaped
without injury.
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mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 87. Southeast wind
around 7 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 71 .South
wind around 8 mph.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 89 South
southwest wind 8 to 11 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 71.
South wind around 9 mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 89. South southwest wind around 10 mph.
Sunday
Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 70.
Light south wind.
Monday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly
sunny, with a high near 88.
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Mike and Marie Lyons celebrated their 27th wedding anniversary on a relief deployment for the Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross in Oklahoma. They said images
from that deployment will be with them for quite a while.

Special to the Ledger

753-9500
Crime Doesn't Pay...But We Do!

County Chapter of the Red
Cross in tornado-ravaged central Oklahoma, where they
experienced a first — diving for
shelter themselves.
Originally, they had been dispatched to the Oklahoma City
suburb of Moore on May 21,
one day after a mile-wide F5
tornado barreled through that
town.
killing 24 people. Then
By JOHN WRIGHT
came the late afternoon of May
Staff Writer
31 when an even bigger F5
devastated another OKC
twister
Last winter, American Red
suburb
— El Reno.
Cross volunteer Mike Lyons
"Here we were, with one place
indicated that a deployment he
(Moore) reaching recovery
and wife Marie made to the
mode,then another disaster hapNortheast in the wake of
pens in another place while
Hurricane Sandy was as tough a
we're there." Lyons said of
mission as they had faced.
going
from helping to basically
He is now telling the tale of a
helpless as the El Reno twister
recent deployment to Oklahoma
— the largest to ever strike the
he said was even tougher.
United States at 2.6 miles wide
"Sandy was a walk in the
— veered toward their base
park," Lyons said, just days
setup in Norman. "So we go
after he and his bride of 27 years
returned from relief efforts
•See Page 2
hile representing the Calloway

Summer is here and the growing season is
in full swing after a very cool and wet
spring, which was very beneficial for many
of our landscape plants. according to Randy
Sanderson, with the Rolling Hills Nursery in
Murray.
"These weather conditions have brought
our flower gardens and water features into a

time when they look their best and the perfect time for some of these gardens to be
featured on the Rolling Hills Garden Tour,"
he said.
For 2013. the annual Rolling Hills Garden
Tour features numerous gardens in Murray
and Calloway County which range from
beautifully maintained yards with colorful
flower gardens to large perennial and cottage gardens to large ponds and waterfalls in
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Volunteers with
Red Cross tell
of experiences
at sites of two
F5 tornadoes
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An
early-morning
fire
Wednesday destroyed a Hazel
residence,
according
to
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Chief Tommy Morgan.
Morgan said seven trucks and
25 firefighters from his agency
answered a call to the home of
Loretta Haydel at 410 Gilbert
St. at approximately I a.m. He
also said the Hazel Fire
Department responded to the
scene with a truck and "several" firefighters.
Morgan said he estimated
units stayed on the scene about
o hours. Attempts to reach
Hazel Fire Chief Brian Rose
were unsuccessful.
He said there were no injuries
as a result of the blaze, and an
investigation into the cause of
the fire is currently underway.
Wednesday's fire happened
exactly a week after a mobile
home fire at the intersection of
Third and Lavender streets

Residents tell of mission to Oklahoma

•See Page 2

Thursday: Mostly sunny
with a high near 85 East
southeast wind around 6 mph
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 67
East southeast wind.around 7

IP!

Fireiweeps through Hazel home;
second blaze in community in week

he Center for Health & Wellness w ill be participating in
the Longest Day of Play on Friday. June 21. This event
not only marks the first day of summer and the longest
day of the year but it offers an opportunity to challenge the community to get more active as well.
The event is open to the public and to all Wellness Center
members. Community members can come and enjoy a free guest
pass for the day to exercise in the fitness center, participate in a
group fitness class, or take a swim in the pool. Everyone can
sample free smoothies. courtesy of the Calloway County
Extension Office,and members vs ho check in to exercise for the
day will have an opportunity to win a door prize.
Free screenings will be offered from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in partnership with MCCH Wellness Works. MCCH Speech Therapy.
the Kentucky Cancer Program. and the Murray Business Lion's
Club. Screenings include vision, hearing. dermascan. blood pressure. and more. Rich Tobergte. Murray Youth Swim Team
Coach, will be teaching swimmers proper technique, how to
practice different strokes and information about swim team try outs.
Additionally, a nutrition educational session Ice-Cream 101
Will be presented at 10 a.m. in the classroom of the Center for
Health and Wellness by Rebecca Wright. Registered Dietitian.

The National Weather Service

10

Murray, KY 42071

By MELONY BRAY
MCCH Director of Planning & Marketing

Daily Forecast
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various settings. Each residence on the tour
offers something different and they are
packed with ideas that others can borrow
and learn more about.
The tour will be held Sunday, June 23.
from 1-5 p.m. Maps of the tour sites are free
to the public and may be picked up at

•See Page 2
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•Garden Tour...
From Front
Rolling Hills Nursery on Friday
and Saturday before the tour.
Stops on this year's tour
include:
• The Flynn residence, 1555
Almo Road, Almo, which features a delightful cottage garden
with lots of perennials and a collection of unusual and rare
plants.
• The Sasso residence, 714
Temple Hill, Almo, offers a
craftsman-style garden with
influences of Italian and French
landscapes, including stone
walls and hardscaping as well as
lots of boxwoods and topiary
plants.
• At the Gibson residence,
2104 Brookhaven, colorful
plantings along with a water
garden and numerous fountains
accent a unique cottage garden.

III Oklahoma mission...

•The Jegenyes residence,1404
Oakhill, features a large gazebo
overlooking two large ponds
along with the connecting
waterfalls that accent a beautiful
sloping backyard.
• The Greifenkamp residence,
175 Hyatt Drive. offers a
secluded backyard with an
arbored deck overlooking one
fishpond plus another large
waterfall and water garden connected by pathways throughout
a beautiful landscape.
• Drive through the barn at the
Butterworth residence,4497 St.
Rt. 94 W.. to enter a pristine
landscape in a great rural setting
with a large water garden surrounded by lush plantings.
For more information call the
nursery at (270)753-1725.

From Front
looking for a safe place ourselves. It was scary. That next
day, though, we headed right to
El Reno to do what we could
for those people."
El Reno, where eight people
died, produced more of the
same visions the Lyons couple
had viewed in Moore. For block
after block, the tattered wood
and brick remains of houses
lined the streets of neighborhoods.
One thing not evident in El
Reno, though, was the intentional silence the volunteers
encountered upon arriving in
Moore.
"That is something I will
never forget," Marie Lyons
said. "We arrive their the first
day and we go into one of the
neighborhoods and there are no
responders bustling about,
there's little activity of any
kind. I finally asked, 'What's
going on?'
"Somebody finally told me
that people were listening for

•Hazel fire...
From Front
claimed the life of Patricia
Bohne, 32. Her body was discovered inside the home shortly
after firefighters began battling
that blaze.
Calloway County Coroner
Rick Harris said an autopsy in
Madisonville showed that
Bohne had died of smoke
inhalation.
That fire also remains under
investigation by the Kentucky
State Police Arson Investigation
Team and the Kentucky State
Fire Marshal's Office. Results
of that investigation are expected soon.
Alden and Roberta Haydel
shuddered to think what could

have happened to their daughter.
"It could've been so different," Roberta said Wednesday
as she and Alden salvaged items
from inside the charred remains
of their daughter's house.
"She smelled smoke, then
went into the kitchen and saw
the flames."
"I'm just glad she's OK. It's
sad that this had to happen on
her birthday, though. She's 27
today."
Both parents had much praise
for Hazel and Calloway County
Fire-Rescue firefighters who
were on the scene very quickly
they said. They also said they
have had positive dealings with
the Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross.

MI Day of Play...
ing comprehensive health promotion, wellness and rehabilita"Longest Day of Play is a
tion services to the region.
great event that encourages
Programs include compreheneveryone to get active and be
sive lifestyle and fitness assesshealthy," said Keena Miller,
ments; health, nutrition and fitdirector of the Center for Health
ness
coaching by professional
& Wellness.
staff;
and a variety of activities
The Center for Health and
designed
with our members'
Wellness was opened by Murray
needs
in
mind.
Calloway County Hospital in
For more information about
2000. The J. Stuart Poston
Center for Health and Wellness the Longest Day of Play,call the
enhances the continuum of care Center for Health & Wellness at
provided by MCCH by provid- 270-762-I FIT.

From Front
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Registration
$20 00 Pre-Registration
(Before June 22)
$25 00 Registration as of
June 22 Registration starts
at 6.00AM on race Day

Awards
First, Second, & Third place
awards(male and female) in the following
age categories: 12 & Under, 13-18, 19-24
25-29, 30- 34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49,
50-54. 55 59. 60-69, & 70-

Course
5K Race will begin and end at
Primary Care Medical Center.
The course is an out and
back with a slight incline.

screams that might be coming
from inside the rubble. That
was how they were finding victims. It was eerie."
Other images will remain for
the them, as well — a 2 x 12
driven into the brick wall of a
house in Moore, a 'large
wrought-iron fence ripped from
g yard and wrapped around a
house. Then there was the
retired military police officer
they saw, digging through rubble with only his hands to find a
single belonging.
"After a few days, my back
began to hurt really bad," Marie
said. "Then it's one of those
things where you get to thinking about what you're seeing,
how people are trying to deal
with this. You kind of forget
how bad your pain is."
In addition, Calloway chapter
disaster assessment coordinator,
Bernita Koenig is still in
Oklahoma. She is expected to
return to Murray soon, it was
reported.

Charles 1

Minnie Grace Rust
Minnie Grace Rust, 77, of Paducah, Ky., died Wednesday, June
19,2013, at Baptist Health Paducah.
She was born Jan. IS, 1936, in Grand Rivers to the late George
William Boucher and Grace Mills Boucher. She was retired from
the McCracken County Public School System and was a member of
• Southland Baptist Temple for 42 years.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by one
brother, William T. "Bill" Boucher; and two sisters, Ruth Ann
Boucher and Gearldine Henderson.
Mrs. Rust is survived by her husband of 54 years,Thomas Harper
Rust, of Paducah: two sons, David Michael Rust and wife.
Samanthia,of Pleasant View,Tenn.. and Mark Rust and wife. Kim.
of Paducah, a daughter. Sheri Ann Rust,of Murray, four grandchildren, Matthew. Lauren, Austin. and Joseph: three brothers, Frank
Boucher and wife, Bonnie,of Richmond Hill, Ga.,James Boucher.
of Paducah. and Bob Boucher, of Paducah, and two sisters,
Madeline Curtis, of Columbus. Ohio,and Linda Hildreth Boucher.
of Paducah.
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m. Friday. June 21, 2013, at
Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah, with the Rev. Harold
Council and the Rev. Jimmy Franks of Southland Baptist Temple
officiating. Burial will follow at Mount Kenton Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 12-2 p.m. Friday. June 21. 2013. at
the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Southland Youth
Ranch,Southland Baptist Temple.927 Yarbro Lane, Paducah. KY
42003.
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorrcom
Arrangements are being handled by Milner & Orr Funeral Home.

Gail (Chesson) Sullivan

Saturday,June 29
,0010111111111111011111

Obituaries

Download the
preregistration form at
www.PrimarvCareEvervwhere.com
or Freedom Fest 5K (p

Load limit placed on
Calloway County bridge
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet has placed a three-ton
load limit on the East Fork
Clayton Creek Bridge along
KY 1536/Outland School Road
in Calloway County, according
to Keith Todd, public information officer with the Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet's
Distirct One and District Two.
The East Fork Clayton Creek
Bridge is at KY 1536 mile
point 0.304, just south of the
KY 280/Pottertown Road intersection, Todd said.
The bridge previously had a
15-ton load limit. The load
limit has been reduced to three
tons due to,"serious deterioration of the bridge substructure,"
that was found during a recent
inspection.
Todd said, motorists who normally travel this section of KY
1536 and shippers who haul
loads along this route should be
aware that the three-ton load
limit essentially restricts the
bridge to passenger vehicles
and unloaded pickup trucks
only. Truckers are responsible
for taking note of and obeying
the load limit which is posted at
the bridge end along Kentucky
highways, county roads and
city streets.

Gail (Chesson) Sullivan. 67. ot Paducah, Ky.,died Monday.June
17. 2013, at her home.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at Collier Funeral
Home in Benton.

•BZA...
rently unknown.
Bill Adams, owner of Bill
vc as located at the nearby shop- Adams Construction. said
ping center if needed.
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
According to the planning would be tearing down the
department staff report, a buildexisting Pocket's building at
ing permit was recently issued
IOW Chestnut St. to construct a
to build an office space in the
new
one. The submitted site
rear southeast corner of the
plans to remove the
building. Based on the current plan shows
existing
canopy
that is currently
use and square footage of the
7.3
feet
off
the
front property
building, the city would typicalChestnut
line
along
Street and
ly require 52 spaces for the
entire property. with Qdoba relocate it to the east side of the
requiring have 29 spaces. property over the diesel pumps.
Subway requiring 20 spaces, the staff report said. The canopy
and the new office requiring would then be located in the
three spaces. The property cur- side yard, which was why a
rently has 41 parking spaces, request was made for a variance
and Qdoba is also proposing the for an accessory structure to he
elimination of two parking placed in a side yard: The
spaces in front for an outdoor canopy will be 25 feet from the
patio area, which would bring side property line.
the total number of spaces down
The board also approved a
to 39.
conditional use permit outdoor
The board also approved a setpropane tank storage for Riteback variance for a free-standing sign at The Bootleg Lounge Aid Pharmacy at 1200 Main St.
at 1300 North 16th St. Owners The planning staff had noticed
Lisa Hall and Patrick McManus recently that Blue Rhino had
requested using the existing placed a propane storage tank
stone structure as the base for display on the south side of the
their free-standing sign. The store, so they contacted Ritestaff report said the structure Aid. which then contacted Blue
has been in place for many Rhino to notify them that the
years and was used by the previ- merchandise would either need
ous business for their signage as to be removed or that they could
well. There is no record on file apply for a conditional use perof when the structure was built mit because outdoor storage of
or whether a sign permit was merchandise is only allowed as
ever issued at the location, but a conditional use in a 8-2 zonthe structure is non-conforming
ing district. The propane tank
because it does not meet the
display measures 44-by-29
required 10 foot front setback.
incbes, the report said.
The board also approved a setFinally, the board approved a
back variance for a canopy and
conditional
use permit for
dimensional variance requests
Cellar
Door
Wine
and Spirits at
for additional signage at
Pocket's at 1000 Chestnut St. 1310 North 12th St. to keep an
The total area of the signs will ice storage freezer outside. The
Boone
owner,
be 103 square feet, which store's
includes a 55-square-foot Chambers. had requested to
Pockets Logo, a 32-square-foot keep a 3-by-6-foot freezer in
Krunchy Chicken sign and one front of the building, which is in
I6-square-foot sign that is cur- a B-2 zoning district.
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Obituaries
Charles Leroy Eldridge
Charles Leroy Eldridge. 89, a familiar figure in the history of
Murray State University for more than four decades, died at home
on his farm near Murray at 4:55 p.m. Monday. June 17. 2013, with
his wife and children at his side.
Known for his people skills and his passion for
the value of higher education. Mr. Eldridge served
41 years on the campus as teacher, student
recruiter, and administrator before his retirement
in 1984. A die-hard Racer basketball fan, he
remained active for several years after retirement
as an academic adviser for the basketball program.
Born Oct. 12, 1923. to Otis and Lonie Steele
Eldridge, he spent his early years on a farm at
Hamlin near Pine Bluff on the Tennessee River. He
Eldridge
enrutied at Murray State -following graduation
from New Concord High School in 1941.
Mr. Eldridge married his high school sweetheart,
Kate Houston,on Oct. 24, 1943. It was a union that
spanned almost 70 years.
His college experience was interrupted by the
World War II years. While serving in the army. he
was seriously injured and had surgery that kept him hospitalized
several months before he was discharged in late 1944.
After military service, he completed his bachelor's degree at
Murray State and earned a master's degree at the University of
Kentucky.
His teaching areas for 13 years at Murray Training School on the
campus were agriculture, math and biology. He not only taught but
served as a mentor to his students and then maintained relationships
with them.through the ensuing years as he followed their career
paths.
As director of the student recruitment effort on the campus, he
carried the message of Murray State to thousands of high school and
junior college students in Kentucky and surrounding states for several years. He retired as assistant dean of admissions in 1984 and in
1995 was presented a Golden Horseshoe Award by the MSU
Alumni Association in recognition of loyal and devoted service and
many contributions to his alma mater.
Mr. Eldridge was active and outgoing in both professional and
personal life. He was elected president of four statewide organizations in the field of education and was a past president of the
Murray Rotary Club and a Paul Harris Fellow.
Always a leader in church activities, he served as a teacher, deacon and elder for many years at the University Church of Christ. In
more recent years, he was a member of the congregation at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
He and his beloved wile Kate shared the pleasure of watching
their two children enjoy notable success in their careers as pediatrician and teacher. He also took special delight in outdoor activities
such as camning and fishing with six grandchildren and sometimes
wrote poetry to them.
In addition to his wife Kate, survivors include a son. Dr. Charles
Eldridge and wife. Nancy. of Andalusia. Ala.; a daughter. Deborah
Adams and husband. Ed. of Hendersonville, Tenn.: a sister, Lillie
Fuqua. of Murray: six grandchildren. Jonathan S. and Michael E.
Eldridge. Billy Bergfeld and wife. Kelly. Charles T. Eldridge and
wife. Megan. Paul Adams and wik. Emily, and Lauren Howard and
husband. Jared: and three great-grandchildren, Adalyn Grace
Adams. Ramsey Kate Bergfeld and Emma Kate Howard.
Besides his parents. Mr. Eldridge was preceded in death by two
sisters. Lurline Bucy and Tillie Geurin.
Funeral services will be held on Friday. June 21,2013,at 11 a.m.
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. with John Dale officiating.
Entombment will follow at the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held on Thursday. June 20,2013.from 5-8 p.m.
at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: The Charles Leroy and
Kate Eldridge Scholarship, Office of Development, 200 Heritage
Hall. Murray. KY 42071. Checks may be made payable to M.S.U.
Foundation:
Online condolences may be. made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Hope.
This is a paid Ithittiary.

Grace E. Tucker
Grace E. 1 ticker. 98, of Murray, Ky.. formerly of McLeansboro.
Ill.. died Tuesday. June 18,2013, at her home.
She was born in Dale. III., on June 15.1915.to the late Arthur and
Sarah White Wheeler. She was a former nursing assistant for the
State of Illinois and had worked for Elder Manufacturing in
McLeansboro, Ill. She u as a member of the Dale Methodist Church
for over sixty years.
In addition to her parents, Mrs. Tucker was preceded in death by
her husband, George Edward Tucker; one son, Donnie Tucker; one
brother; and one step-brother.
,She is survived by three daughters, Melva Loveridge, of Murray.
Elva Walker and husband. Dan. of Murray, and Diane Walker. of
Evansville. Ind.: one daughter-in-law, Rosalee Tucker, of Bethalto.
12 grandchildren; 23 great-grandchildren; and 13 great-greatgrandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Friday. June 21, 2013, at
the Haire Funeral Home in McLeansboro, Ill. Burial will follow in
the Digby Hill Cemetery. in Dale. III.
Visitation will be held from 6-8 p.m. Thursday,June 20,2013. at
Harre Funeral Home in McLeansboro, III.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Dale Methodist
Church. c/o flame Funeral Home. 310 West Randolph St.,
McLeansboro, IL 62859.

Delpha Lane Rhoades

James Ronald Berhow

Funeral services for Delpha Lane Rhoades, 87. of Murray. Ky.,
will be held at 11 a.m. Thursday. June 20. 2013. at HI. Churchill
Funeral Home, with the Rev. David Allbritten and the Rev. Mark
Earhean officiating. Burial will follow in the Hematite Cemetery in
Land Between the Lakes. Visitation was held Wednesday. June 19.
2013.from 5-9 p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Rhoades died Saturday. June 15. 2013, at Spring Creek
Health Care in Murray.
She was born July 12. 1925, in Lyon County to the late Barnet
Preston and Nida Bonner Lane. She was a homemaker and %A as a
member of the Goshen United Methodist Church, the Friendship
Sunday school class, and the United Methodist Women.
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in-death by her husband, James Ray Rhoades; son-in-law, Teddy Potts; and brothers.
Frank. Howard and Sam Lane.
Mrs. Rhoades is survived by three daughters. Ruth Potts, f.
Murray. Mary Jane Key and husband.Stan.of Lexington.and Diane
Patterson and husband. Harry. of Murray: sister. Lorene Cassity, of
Benton; brother. Malcolm Lane and wife. Janey, of Kuttawa; four
grandchildren. Susan Potts • Binford . and husband. Rob, of
Collierville, Tenn., Ryan Key and wife. Amy, of Lexington. Neil
Key. of New York, N.Y., and Jordan Patterson. of Murray: two
great-grandchildren; and several nieces and nephews.
Serving as pallbearers will be Ryan Key, Neil Key. Jordan
Patterson, Mike Cassity, Donald Lane. Dew ayne Lane. Ihmard
Lane Jr., Lynn Cane. Rob Binford and Jim Shelton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Hematite Cemetery
Fund, c/o Donald Lane, 3993 Mayfield Hwy.. Benton, KY 42025:
or Goshen United Methodist Church Building Fund, 4726 St. Rt.
121 N.. Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at vs vvw .thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

A memorial sets ice lor James Ronald Berhow, 82, of Mayfield,
Ky.. will be held at 11 a.m. Saturday. June 22, 2013, at the First
Christian Church in Mayfield. with the Rev. Randy Cook officiating. Visitation will be held from 9-11 a.m.
Saturday. June 22. 2013, at the church.
Mr. Berhow died Monday. June 17. 2013, at the
Heritage Manor Healthcare Facility in Mayfield.
He was a retired self-employed carpenter. an
Elder at the First Christian Church in Mayfield. an Army veteran.
and a former Scout Master of Troop #31..
Mr. Berhow was preceded in death by_ bis parents. Walter E. and
Mable Olson Berhow; four brothers; and four sisters.
He is survived by his wife of 57 years. Patricia Thompson
Berhow ; four sons. James Eric Berhow,of Hazel, Brian Thompson
Berhow • of Franklin, Tenn., Russell Edward Berhow. of Payson.
Utah, and Matthew Christian Berhow, of Mayfield: one brother.
Richard Berhow. of Vancouver. Wash.:.one sister, Francis Romsey.
of Story City. Iowa; ten grandchildren; and one great-grandchild.
.Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Mayfield-Graves
County Animal Shelter or to the First Christian Church in Mayfield.
Arrangements are being handled by Byrn Funeral Home.
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A memorial service for Hazel Furgerson, 84,of Murray. Ky.. will
be held at 1 p.m. Friday. June 21. 2013. at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home, with the Rev. Gary Vacca officiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be held Friday. June 21.
2013.from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the funeral home.
Mrs. Furgerson died Tuesday. June II. 2013, at her home.
She was born Dec. 20, 1928. in Murray to the late Hall and Mary
Lee Thomas Hood.She was a homemaker and a member of the First
United Methodist Church of Murray. She was a 1948 graduate of
Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science..
In addition to her parents, Mrs. Furgerson was preceded in death
by her husband. William "Bill" Furgerson; brother. Dr. Oliver
Hood; and grandson. Sean Thomas.
She is survived by two daughters. Leslie Kemp and husband. Hal.
of Murray. and Georgie Peterson and husband. Pete. of Puryear.
Tenn.; son. Wes Furgerson and wife. Jennifer, of Houston. Texas:
sister. Martha Sisterhen. of Memphis. Tenn.: brother, Dr. Richard
"Dick" Hood and wife. Delores, of Texas: lour grandchildren. Jett
Thomas and wife. Meredith. of England, Drew Furgerson and w ire.
Carley.. of Houston. Texas, Will Kemp and wife. Reigh. of
Lexington. and Meagan Furgerson.of Austin.Texas: and one greatgrandchild.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: First United Methodist
Church, 503 Maple Street. Murray, KY 42071: or to Murray State
University Athletics Department. 217 Stewart Stadium, Mun-ay. KY
42071.
Online condolences may be matfe„aovyyltejhskqchillitine,ralhome.com. Arrangements are being., handled.4
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
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PERFECT 3 BEDROOM. 2 FULL' BATH HOME IN
MURRAY!This is a lovely home with hardwood flooring. newer roof, tilt windows. new interior doors. breakers, large closets, new ceiling fans, fresh paint, new water heater.
fenced yard with a double gate, 10 x
shed and professional landscaping. All
this in a great subdivision and centrally Krim Mama
located. Priced at $145.000 MLS #717I3 270-293-2841

JUST MINUTES FROM MURRAY SIAII \ I I I: sl
TY AND MOVE-IN READY! Cute 3 bedroom I,.
.a
1.466 square leet ot ing space leaturin?:
remodeled kitchen. fresh paint. new flooring. and a new HVAC installed in 2011 All
appliances plus washer and dryer stay It
also has a nice large fenced in backyard.
if,, AN( 1,6trion
Priced at 5I14.775. MIS #69876

liEDROON1. 2 BATH HOME IS PRICED
I HIS
Rftill I \\D IS MOVE-1N READY! Located in the
cits limits, it is convenient to 12th
Streetli4 I South. Neutral colors. large
kitchen with dining area, nice floor
plan, and a fenced back yard. Priced at
Wars Wanktrido
S115010. MIS #71444
:
-n2vt YU'

Peggy Bramlett Castleman
A celebration of life for Peggy Bramlett Castleman. 75, of Paris.
Tenn.. will be held Saturday. June 22, 2013, at 1 p.m at McEvoy
Funeral Home. with James Pinnell of Gleason
Cumberland Presbyterian Church officiating.
Mrs. Castleman died Tuesday. June 18, 2013, at
her home.
She was born Sept. 26. 1937. in Hazel, Ky., to
the late Porter and Marie Patterson Bramlett. She
was a former employee of Holley Carburetor.
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in
death by a step-son, Tony Castleman; and two
brothers, Porter Bramlett Jr. and Jimmy Bramlett.
She is survived by her husband, Kenneth
Castleman.of Paris.to whom she was married July
6. 1972; two daughters. Cynthia "Cindy" Hendrix. of Memphis.
Tenn., and Vickie Collins Wimberly. of Hardin; step-son, Randy
Castleman and wife. Belinda, of Huntington. Tenn.; three sisters,
Patsy Bramlett. of Hazel. Katherine Phelps, of Jackson. Tenn., and
Sandra Boutvvell. of Hazel; one brother, Robert "Buster" Bramlett,
of Hazel; two grandchildren, Gena Hendrix and Melissa Wimberly:
four step-grandchildren. Josh Castleman.John Castleman. Nicholas
Castleman and Julie Castleman; two great-grandchildren; six stepgreat-grandchildren; and a cousin.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Cans Healthcare,5120
Telecom Drive, Suite B. Man,TN 38358; or Gleason Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, 171 Smyth Road,Gleason,TN 38229.
at
made
may
be
condolences
Online
www.mcevoyfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled
by McEvoy Funeral Home Inc.

COUNTRY CHARMER JUST MINUTES FROM
TOWN! Well-maintained 2 bedroom. 2 bath, move-in
ready home that was custom built and
designed for entertaining. Open floor plan
offers large living and dining areas and
kitchen with walk-in pantry. Fenced back
yard with fire pit and storage building.
Carport with additional storage area. Gak(,„fh„,„
Priced at S114.000 , MLS a71276
270-29t-vm

CHARMING 3 BEDROOM. I ½ BATH REMODELED
HOME IN THE CITY LIMITS! Features include a
heatiri I tills eitiodeled kitchen. hardwood
floors. large IR Mg rOOM. large bettrOOMS
o 1111 Itardecood under carpel. and custom
window treatments_ Remodeling in recent
years also includes: replacement window s. new ,entral II VAC. new shingles.
and earport C011% cried into a garage.
270-293-1416
Pr!,ed at S I -171810. MLS 070567

Sun., 9itn2 23itil • 1-3 p.m.

Sun., Pub? 23A1• 2-4 p.m.

50 Matt Count

304 Stonevrest Drive
LOCATE IN NO
C HO
A
4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH HOME WITH EXTRA GARAGE
AND BEAUTIFUL FENCED YARD! Multi-level with large VILLA WITH 3.300 SQUARE FEET OF LIVING
AREA! With 4 bedrooms and 3 full bathliving ronm. formal dining room. sunroom.
rooms, this floor plan offers flexibility.
lair kitchen with built-in breakfast bar and
with lots of possibilities at a great price.
abundant storage. new stainless appliances and
The main floor has 2 bedrooms and 2 full
a family room with brick fireplace and boob
bathrooms. Vpstairs you will find 2 bedshelves opening to the private patio area Tu.,
room and a full bathroom, plus a large Wan 16adraiv
.
flat screen TV's convey with pnveny Priced mbovindui
bonus area that offers a variety of. uses
24; syiai
at $2401891 MIS 170222
170-213-3224 Priced at S259,900. MLS #71249

www.murravkvrealestate.com

1 1/rikee'i Port Subdiri%ionf

ATTENTION: BARGAIN LOVERS It you have been
looking for that perfect like new. lake home, consider
this 3 bedroom. 2 bath that is move-in
ready. This one story 2.200 square foot
home features 9'foot ceilings in all rooms
and many km-maintenance features at a
reasonable price. Restricted development
and DOCKABLE!! Priced at $211,900
MIS #699I3
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President, Congressional
Dems need to explain
Obamacare consequences
,WASHINGTON,D.C.- US
Setiote Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell.made the fidlowing remarks on the Senate
floor Wednesday regarding the
need for the President and Senate Democrats to explain the
consequences of Obamacare to
the American people instead
ft./ spending millions on a campaign-style P.R. blitz:
Last year, President Obama
was asked about the lessons
he had learned from his first
term. Instead of focusing on
errors in judgment or policy,
he seemed to indicate that he
really just needed to do a better job of telling "a story to
the American people."
In other words, the policy
was fine. And if Americans
didn't get it. it's because they
had a listening problem.
Well, that's an attitude that
has really come to define the
Administration. And that's why
folks will be rallying on the
Capitol grounds today. They,
like a growing number of Americans, are losing faith in government - they think it's working against them, not for them.
For good reason. Take Obamacare. This law has been pretty unpopular for several years
now. And it's not like the
American people haven't been
exposed — probably overexposed — to the arguments on
both sides of the issue.
Obamacare must have been
discussed hundreds of thousands. maybe even millions, of
times over the past few years.
That includes political debates.
More speeches than any of us
care to count. Issue ads, both
pro and con. And guess what?
Americans still don't like the
idea of Obamacare. Not because
they're unable to understand,
or because they just haven't
"seen the right messaging."
It's because most of them
like their health plan and want
to keep it. It's because they
don't want to pay more to the
health insurance companies.
And it's because they just don't
think the law is going to work
as promised. And yet,the Washington Democrats' explanation
for Obamacare's enduring
unpopularity still seems to be
that the law is just too complicated for their constituents
to understand. And the Washington Democrat solution seems
to be not to actually change
the policy, but to spend millions in a campaign-style P.R.
blitz.
News flash: If you still don't
think Americans are able to
understand a law you passed
more than three years ago, then
there's something wrong with
your law — not with the Amer-

ican peo'pie.
Instead
going
of
around the
country trying to convince
Americans
why
they're
wrong. the
Administration
Senator
could actufrom
ally listen
Kentucky
for
a
change. I
think they should start over on
health care and embrace the
types of common-sense. stepby-step reforms that would actually lower costs. But I won't
hold my breath for that.
So, at a minimum, they at
least need to do this: the President, members of his Cabinet, and the Congressional
Democrats who voted for this
law need to get out and explain
to Americans what's headed
their way. Not feed them the
sunny picture painted in the
Obamacare ads that the President's campaign team is running, but actually explain the
reality of the situation to them.
For instance,Americans need
to know about the coming wave
of premium hikes. We've
already seen projected doubledigit increases in some states.
They need to know we're likely to see even more Americans lose the health care they
want to keep, just like the
thousands of Californians who
will probably have to look for
new plans after Aetna pulled
out of the individual market
in their state — likely because
of Obamacare. And they need
to know that they could lose
their jobs, or see their hours
cut, or struggle to find work
in the first place. In fact, a recent
survey showed that about 70
percent of small businesses say
the law will make it harder to
hire.
Americans need to know all
of these things, because they
need to prepare for them. And
it's supremely unhelpful when
the President claims that those
who already have health care
won't see changes, as he did
a few weeks ago. He knows
that's not what many experts
are saying. And he owes it to
the country to be frank about
that.
So it's time to get off the
campaign trail. Call off the
P.R. spinmeisters. Put down the
communications plan. It's time
to level with the American people.
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Blue-eyed child of fortune
Sometimes the truth is right
in front of our eyes. and we
march past it. unseeing. Such
is the case of Robert Gould
Shaw, who grew up in a privileged family of staunch New
England abolitionists, but was
not always so keen on his parents' commitment to the antislavery cause.
Shaw had spent his late
teens and early 20s "finding
himself." In mid-19th century
America, such ventures were
accessible to those who could
afford the desultory pleasures
of study and travel abroad.
Upon returning home to Boston,
he enrolled in Harvard for three
years, but still was unsure of
his path to the future so he
dropped out.
When the Civil War began
in 1861, Shaw enlisted in support of the Union cause and
eventually joined the second
Massachus‘tts. In March, 1863,
Massachusetts Governor John
A. Andrew needed a commander for one of the first AfricanAmerican regiments of the
Union army. The governor
wrote to Robert Shaw's father.
suggesting that his son fit the
bill.
In his letter, Governor
Andrew explained that he
sought. "young men of military experience, of firm antislavery principles, ambitions.
superior to vulgar contempt for
color, having faith in the capacity of colored men for mili-

tary experience..."
With pressure from his mother, Robert Gould Shaw reluctantly assumed the post and
the rank of colonel. His initial doubts about the mission
were assuaged during the training of his recruits in Readville,
Mass. In a letter to his mother, the young colonel wrote.
"There is no doubt that we
shall leave the state with' as
good a regiment as any that
has marched."
Shaw was already acquainted with the realities of war,
which he described vividly in
a letter he wrote to describe
the aftermath of the bloody
battle at Antietam: "The crickets chirped. and the frogs
croaked, just as if nothing
unusual had happened all day
long, and presently the stars
came out bright, and we lay
down among the dead, and
slept soundly until daylight.
There were twenty dead bodies within a rod of me."
The ultimate challenge for
Shaw and his men came in
South Carolina. July 1863, in
the charge on Fort Wagner. at
the approach to Charleston Harbor. With Colonel Shaw brandishing his sword and encouraging his men to move forward, the troops thrust ahead
to certain death. When Union
troops marched 1200 yards
down the beach to the Confederate stronghold. they faced
a hail of Rebel bullets. Shaw's

regiment —
including
two sons of
abolitionist
Frederick
Douglass
and
the
grandson of
author and
poet
Sojourner
Truth — fell
that day. All
By Constance
told, over
Alexander
1500 Union
Ledger & Times
troops died
Columnist
or were captured.
Col .
Shaw suffered the same fate
as his fallen followers. Bodies
were thrown in a mass grave,
with Shaw reportedly stripped
first, a sign of contempt for a
white officer leading a black
regiment.
"We can imagine no holier
place than that in which he
lies, among his brave and devoted followers, nor wish him
better company." was the
father's reaction to his son's
final resting place.
When the idea of a memorial for Colonel Shaw was suggested, his parents insisted that
the sculptor, Augustus St. Gaudens, should also include
Shaw's regiment in the tribute. Thus inspired. St. Gaudens cast individual likenesses of African Americans to
ensure the vitality of the entire

Main Street

tableau. The memorial depicts
the young colonel on horseback,
with his men beside him on
foot.
When dedication day finally arrived in May 1897, the
philosopher William James said
he .could hear the bronze figures breathe, and he stirred
the crowd with these words:
"There they march, warmblooded champions of a better day for man. There on
horseback among them, in the
very habit as he lived, sits the
blue-eyed child of fortune."
The Shaw Memorial still
stands on the Boston Commons.Thousands of people pass
it every day without pause. How
many monuments have Avon
passed lately? How often have
you stopped to read the inscription or to research the acts
that led to such a tribute?
For more information about
Colonel Shaw and the Massachusetts 54th memorial, log on
www.nps.goviresourcesistoryht
m?id=202. A database of historical markers in Kentucky is
available online from the state
historical society: http://history.ky.goviportfolio/historicalmarkers/.
Read Main Street online at
wwwinurrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@twc.com.

Honoring the real Lottie Moon
Southern Baptists have saints
too. Southern Baptists have
given over $1.5 billion to the
Lottie Moon Christmas Offering. In 2012 alone, Southern
Baptist churches collected $150
million for international missionaries through the Lottie
Moon Christmas Offering.
International missionaries could
not continue to do the work
that they do without these funds
donated sacrificially outside
tithes and offerings given
through the Baptist Cooperative Program. Just think what
international missionaries —
whether they are married couples or single women — could
accomplish if the patriarchal
leadership of the Southern Baptist Convention allowed them
to follow the example of the
heroic woman for whom the
Christmak,Offering was named.
Among Baptists, a longstanding mythology has ignored
or glossed over the real Lottie Moon story. The male leadership of the SBC has adhered
to this mythology, thus promoting a view of the Baptist
saint which has also been
deferred to by the laity —
both men and women — thus
making it easy to maintain a
submissive role for women in
the church and on the mission
field.
But this is exactly the view
of women that Charlotte Diggs
Moon fought so hard against.
She was indeed an early South-

em Baptist woman's rights es and on
advocate. A careful study of the mission
Ms. Moon's correspondence fields, there
makes this crystal clear. Her was Lottie
letters from China show the Moon all-evolution of her thinking about those years
what women should'and could ago teachus
do for the cause of Christ. ing
And this is exactly what Dr. exactly
Regina Sullivan reveals in her what
book, "Louie Moon: A South- women
ern Baptist Missionary to China could
in History and Legend," pub- accomplish
By James
they
lished by the Louisiana State if
Duane Bolin
allowed
University Press in 2011.
Dr. Sullivan is a first-rate themselves Ledger & Times
Columnist
historian. She is an even bet- to be open
to
God's
know.
ter person. I
She was
my colleague at Murray State calling. And she did this work
University. She did her under- in the most unlikely place; in
graduate work at Ouachita Bap- China, where girls and women
tist University in Arkansas, a have been historically undermaster's at Yale Divinity valued.
As Ms. Moon and Martha
School, and she completed a
Crawford
and Sally Holmes
Ph.D in History at the University of North Carolina at went to the villages to speak
Chapel Hill. Her Lottie Moon to the Chinese people about
book should be read by every Jesus. as Dr. Sullivan tells us,
pastor of a Southern Baptist "they did not separate the vilChurch, by every student, staff lagers out by sex ... Instead,
or faculty member at a South- they simply started 'preachern Baptist college or semi- ing,' as they termed it themnary. and by every member of selves. Moon immediately
a Southern Baptist church. The sensed how their behavior
book should be read by any- blurred the boundaries of what
one interested in religion in was considered proper. but she
was overwhelmed by her
the American South.
While we Southern Baptists responsibility for the souls of
give millions to the Lottie Moon all the people she met — not
Christmas Offering year after just the souls of women."
"I should not have dared to
year, and while we continue
remain silent with so many
to keep women from serving
souls before me sunk in heain leadership roles in church-

Home and
Away

then darkness," she wrote to
Foreign Mission Board secretary Henry Tupper. Lottie Moon
concluded that she should listen to Gad and not SBC officials or other traditionalists in
the convention.
Dr. Sullivan quotes from
letter after letter of Moon's
ongoing argument with the
SBC's patriarchy about a
woman's missionary work. She
about
published
articles
"Woman's Work in China." She
threatened to resign. She continued to preach. Yes, she
preached. She preached to girls
and women. She preached to
boys and men. And when those
Chinese men died and went
to Heaven, the Judge of all
things did not ask them if they
were convicted under the
preaching of a tiny woman in
Chinese garb from the American South. Ho* could they
have 'heard without a preacher? The preacher was Lottie
Moon.
James Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at Murray State University. Contact Duane at
jbolin@ murraystate.edu
You
may order Regina Sullivan's
excellent biography, "Lottie
Moon: A Southern Baptist Missionary to China in History
and Legend- (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University.
2011) from Amazon.com, or
YOU can find her book in fine
bookstores everywhere.
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Murray native Floyd featured in anti-bullying film 'Herman'
Special to the Ledger
another human being and really.
PADUCAH, Ky. - By see them for who they are.
request of the Guess Anti"I wanted people to watch
Bullying Fund. Maiden Alley the film and feel a responsibility
Cinema will bring the movie to our youth," said director
"Hello Herman," featuring Michelle Danner."Many people
Olivia Faye Floyd of Murray, to in test screenings told me 'I'm
the theatre at 7 p.m. June 27.
going home to hug my chilSet in the not-so-distant dren.' But it's not just about
future, in Any Town USA. 16- looking out for our own chilyear-old Herman Howards dren. It's about taking responsi(Garrett Backstrom) makes a bility for all of the children.
fateful decision. He enters his especially the ones who don't
suburban school and kills 39 seem to have a voice."
students, two teachers and a
Appearing in the film is
police officer. Just before his Olivia Faye Floyd. a 16-yeararrest he emails his idol, jour- old actress/songwriter from
nalist Lax Morales (Norman Murray who goes by the stage
Reedus of "The Walking name Olivia Faye. Danner said
Dead"): "I want to tell my story Floyd plays Marsha Dixon. the
on your show."
one character in the moY ie who
Lax, haunted by his own "could have offered hope and
fateful past and the loss of his possibly changed the course of
love Isa Luz(Martha Higareda), events for Herman. "Olivia is a
now sits face to face with wonderfully talented actress
Herman. As he helps Herman to who wrote an original song for
explore and understand his the film titled 'You Didn't See
demons, Lax must finally face Me.' which captures the heart of
his own.
what's at stake in the movie."
Ultimately, "Hello Herman"
Floyd will he attending the
is not about violence. It's not movie premiere in Paducah and
about a school shooting. It's not will be available after the
about bullying (but Herman is screening to answer questions
bullied relentlessly). It's about about the film.
connection and what it takes for
"One measure of a society is
one human being to reach out to the manner in which it allow s

the weak and helpless to be
treated." Floyd said. "There is
simply no justification for bullying and it should not be tolerated in any way, shape or form.
Susan Guess said the movie
was introduced to heI by
Hoyd's father.
"While I haYen't seen the
movie yet. I do believe it will
illustrate the worst-case scenario of how someone can react
to relentless bullying." Guess
said."We never want this movie
to he reality in our town or at
any school. And for this reason,
we hope the people of west
Kentucky w ill come out to
watch the music and to talk
about how we can come together to change the culture of
hatred. iolence and meanness.
We can do better than we are."
Floyd is the daughter of
Robin and Kamille Hoy d. She
started singing at a y hung age.
in church and in school and
became active in comnumity.
theater, starting with a small
role in the production of "The
Hobbit." At 12. she became a
regular in the "Stars of
Tomorrow" cast at the Kentucky
Opry in Mallen% ille. In 2010.
Floyd and her family began
trekking hack and forth from

Kentucky to Los Angeles to pursue her acting and music career.
In 2011. Olivia had the
opportunity to be a member of a
seven-city. five-state "No
Bully" tam entourage which
featured a combination of Radio
Disney and Nickelodeon stars
working to send a strong antibullying message to teens. The
group's touring adventure led to
features on major networks such
as CBS, NBC.and ABC as they:
travelled from Denver to San
Diego and up the west coast.
More recently, Floyd has performed her music in Nashville
and Los Angeles at such venues
as Hollywood's famous Avalon,
The Roxy, The Bluebird Cafe
and The Nashville Palace. She
has performed her stand-up
comedy routine numerous times
at the LA Improv. as well as, at
Harrah's Improv in Las Vegas.
For
tickets,
go
to
VI V1. w.tugg.comie vents/4612.
Tugg only allows a short window of time to sell a minimum
number of tickets. To ensure the
movie is shown in Paducah.
tickets must be purchased at the
website by noon on Thursday
the week of the event.

Olivia Faye Floyd

Twilight Productions presents original MAG offers youth summer workshops
one-act plays at Kenlake State Park
Special to the Ledger
AURORA, Ks
Kenlake
State Resort Park again hosts
Twilight Theatre Productions
summer offering of three oneact plays by Charles Messina.
Director Charles Edward Hall
returns for another season.
Several years ago, Twilight
Theatre began featuring original, often unproduced works
offering playwrights the chance
to have their works performed
in professional production-the
only company in western
Kentucky to do this.

This year's production features a world premier "Thompson Street" in which
two old friends meet unexpectedly in the park only to realize
that the past is always changing.
The second play is "Lilac. in
which a young writer is introduced to an agent and soon realizes that "Love sees sharply.
hatred sees even more sharp, but
jealousy sees the sharpest. for it
is love and hate at the same
time." The final play of the
evening is "Fugazy." After the
death of his father, Matt returns

to a junk piled home at rural
Kentucky searching for his lost
relationship w ith his father.
Performances begin June 21
and continue every Friday and
Saturday through Aug. 2.
Dinner is optional and w ill be
prepared by Kenlake's chef and
begins at 6:30 p.m.; the show
begins at 8 p.m. Reservations
are strongly recommended and
should he made by Wednesday
preceding the show.. For more
information or to make reservations. call 436-2
Overnight
accommodations „tic available.

Arts in the Region
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
the
documentary "Hey
Bartender: The Story of the
Bartender in the Era of the Craft
Cocktail" Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. For details and show
times, visit www.maidenalleycinema.org.
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
hosts the Stars of Tomorrow
show at 7:30 p.m. Friday and
Outlaws Maddawg & Dennis
Wayne Bass plus Cody
Campbell at the same time
Saturday. Fohnore information
or tickets to shows, visit
www.kentuckyopry.com or call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-4598704.
• The Badgett Playhouse in
Grand Rivers presents "Ring of
Fire: The Johnny Cash Musical
Show" through July 8;"Variety!
Music, Memories & More"
through Aug. 31; "Pickin' &
Grinnin" through Aug. 1; "The
Fabulous '50s Show" through
Aug. 2: "The Super '60s Show"
June 28 through Aug. 10;"The
Southern Gospel Show" July 10
through Aug. 11 and "Always ...
Patsy Cline" July 13 through
Aug. 9. For tickets or more
details, visit www.grandriversvariety.com or call 1-888-3624223.

www.lbforg/PLGate.html or call
(270) 924-2243.
• Missoula Children's Theatre
presents "Pinnocchio" at 4:30
p.m. Friday, July 12. at the
Carson Center in downtown
Paducah. Ernie Haase &
Signature Sound will perform at

To add an event to the Iris calendar. contact Hawkins Teague
at 753-1916 or hteague@murrayledgercom.

the still-life participants will ety of pieces as they learn all
learn to give variety to edges the basics of beginning clay
and layer color for vibrancy. work. Work will need to dry.
All materials supplied.. The he fired and glazed and fired
instructor is Marie Dolchan again so will be ready for pick
and the fee is $60.
up sey eral ss eeks after the
• Fun with Metals
completion of the workshop.
1-3 p.m. June 24-.28. For Materials and supplies includages 10 and older. The instruc- ed. Enrollment is limited. The
tor is Shannon Duffy and the instructor is
Reid Parish and
fee is $80.
the fee is $125.
•Sculpture - recycled and
• Wearing
robots
2-6 p.m. Friday. July 19, 9
1-3 p.m. July 15-19. For
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday July 20
ages 10 and older, the workshop deals with the creative and 12-5 p.m. Sunday. July 21
and inspiring use of everyday For ages 16 to adult. particiobjects. The instructor is pants will learn the basics on a
Shannon Duffy and the fee is (our-harness table loom while
%yoking on a small project of
$60.
your design. Participants w ill
• Clay
July 22-26. 10 a.m. to noon design their project. dress the
for ages 6-10, 1-3 p.m. for loom and weave the piece to
ages 11 and older. Using a completion. Enrollment is limvariety of hand-building tech- ited. The instructor are Eileen
niques (coils, slabs, pinch) Wirsig and MAG Weavers.
participants will build a vari- The fee is $100.
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Let Us Accessorize Your Ride
• Trailer Hitches
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itTrtent Plans .limlalgt

NEW SUMMER HOURS!
Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 8 am-8 pm
Friday & Saturday 8 am-9 pm
FROG LEGS & SOFTSHELL CRAB NOW AVAILABLE
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY.
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
270-436-5496
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

The

arson Center
PRESENTS ; in 2013-2014

RESERVE
YOUR SEATS!

• The Murray State University
MFA program will host several
guest writers on campus July 610. All readings are open to the
public in the Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery on the sixth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building
on campus. The alumni reading
will be at 3 p.m. Saturday, July
6, and will feature Larry 0
Dean. All other readings will be
at 7 p.m. Claire Vaye Watkins
will read Saturday, July 6;
Marcus Wicker will read
Sunday, July 7; Davy Rothbart
will read Wednesday, July 10.
Pond
Golden
The
•
Planetarium in Land Between
the Lakes is now open seven
days a week with various programs throughout each day. For
a complete show schedule, visit

6 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 17 For
tickets, visit www.thecarsoncenter.org or call (270) 450-4444.

Special to the Ledger
The following are a few of
the sumther workshops offered
for youth at the Murray Art
Guild at 500 N. Fourth St. For
more information or to view
adult classes. visit www.murrayariguildarg. To sign up.
call 753-4059.
• Messy Friday
9:30-10:30 a.m. June 14,21
and 29.July 12. I 9_and 26. For
pre-school and adult, the
workshop offers age-appropriate 2D and 3D projects. which
arehands-on and sometimes
messy. The instructor is
Lindsey Lawrence and the fee
is $60.
•Pastels
9:30 a.m. to 3 P.m. June 22.
For ages 16 through adult, the
workshop is an introduction to
basic pastel techniques such as
layering and blending with
attention to composition and
1.1 nderpalilting. Working from

SUBS(RIBTIONS
START AT $102
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BAPTIST HEALTH

JANUARY 13-14,2014

Most Famed Recording
Session of All Time

MARCH 2S-26. 2014
Can't Fight This Feeling

MAY 8-9, 2011
Spooky and Spectacular
Musical Comedy

Cotter

www.thecarsoncenter.org I 270-450-4444
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Kala Dunn
Community
editor

Artist Shannon Duffy w ill offer a "Fun with
Metals" workshop at the Murray Art Guild. The
orkshop is designed for ages 10 and up and
vv ill meet June 24-28 from 1-3 p.m. Participants
'.'.ill learo basic metalsmithing techniques of
cutting. forming and joining while creating
their own unique pieces. To register contact the
Murray Art Guild at murrayartguildfri muffayky.net or 753-41159.

'Spiniest'camp set

The Spinfest Color Guard Camp will be held
June 24-28 from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. at Murray
Middle School for grades 3-8. Spinfest is designed to teach basic
dance and flat spinning techniques. The week will close with a performance in the gym at noon. For registration fee
or a
registration
form
contact
Stribling
at
beth.striblingotmurray.kyschools.us or KBriesttha Fielder at 227-7905.

'Turning Trash into Treasures'set
The residents and staff of Emeritus at Murray Assisted Living will
hold "Turning Trash into Treasures" Friday, June 21.from 7 a.m. to
2 p.in, on the front lawn of the facility, located at 905 Glendale
Road. Murray. Proceeds from the event will support the Emeritus at
Murray team for the Memory Walk to End Alzheimer's. The public
is invited to attend.

Red Cross to hold blood drive
.1.tic American Red Cross w ill hold a Nook] drive

at First
Presbyterian Church. 1601 Main St.. Murray.on Thursday. June 20,
from 12:30-5:30 p.m.
schedule an appointment call 800-RED('ROSS or visit w w Tedcrossbloodorg.

Marquardt and Heppe

Mr.and Mrs.Garry liirbeville

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H. Marquardt. of Murray. announce the
Gam.' and Martha Turbeville. of Pilot Oak: w ill be honored for
engagement and upcoming wedding of their daughter. Brittany their 50th wedding annitersary Sunday. June 30. 2013. A celebraMarquardt to Ashley Heppe. son of Mr. and Mrs. Price Deal Heppe tion vt ill be hosted by their family at the Cuba Church of Christ relJr.. of Almo.
lowship hall. Family and friends are in% ited to attend from 2-4 p.m.
Miss Marquardt is the granddaughter of the late David and The couple requests no gifts.
Dorothy D'Adam.of Matteson. III., and the late Daniel and Virginia
Mr. Turbeville and the former Martha Redden were married June
Marquardt. of Richton Park. Ill.
28, 1963. at the bride's home in Cuba. Ky.. with Bro. Donald Hall
Mr. Heppe is the grandson of Stella Starks, of Paris, Tenn.. Dan
'officiating. Their attendants were Deanie Coltharp Seay and Coy
Frazee,of Camden.Tenn., Anne Krout. of Radnor. Penn.. and Price
Deweese.
Heppe Sr.. of Newton Square. Penn.
Mrs. Turbe‘ille is the daughter of the late Alton and Moielle
The bride-elect is a 2011 graduate of Eastwood Christian
Holloway Redden and the sister of the late David Redden. She
Academy and is attending Murray State University. She is a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church and is employed by the Murray worked at State Farm Insurance. Fulton Bank and Dukedom Bank.
She is currently retired.
Insurance Agency.
Mr. Turbeville is the son of the late Thomas and Vera Glover
The groom-elect is a 2010 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is attending Murray State University. He is a member of Turbeville. He is retired from Gtxxlyear Tire and Rubber Co.
They are the parents of three children. Shawn Turbeville, Lori
Emmanuel Baptist Church and is employed by Kentucky Lake
Goodwin and husband. Allen. and Carrie Mathis. all of Graves
Moving and Murray State University.
The wedding will take place at 4 p.m. Saturday. Aug. 3, 2013. at County. Their grandchildren are Gage Mathis. Marley Mathis and
Taylor Goodwin.
Kenlake State Resort Park in Hardin.

Freedom Fest announces street fair, block party
Special to the Ledger

The festivities will begin
Friday at 5:45 p.m. with the
As part of Freedom Fest 2013,
Freedom
Fest
Opening
the community is invited to
attend the Parker Ford Street Ceremony and the singing of the
National Anthem by Miss
Fair and the Red, White and
Murray State University, Rayna
Blue Block Party. scheduled for
Gordon. Vendors will be set up
Friday and Saturday. June 28throughout the evening, and the
19.
Freedom Fest Patio for ages 21

SAVE

$2 OFF
A Pound of BBQ
317 Chestnut St.• Murray, K
12701 761-9727

With coupon only
Now through 7-6-13

Ci

EMERITUS

TRASH INTO TREASURES
FOR ALZHEIMERS!
The Residents and Staff of Emeritus at Murray Assisted Living are
"Turning Trash into Treasures" on theirfront lawn.

905 Glendale Road • Murray

FRI., JUNE 21 •7 A.M.-2 P.M.
Stop by to support the Ememus at Murray Team for the Memon. Walk to End Altheimers!

and older w ill be open on the
court square during the Red.
White and Blue Block Party
concert.
The Block Party starts at 6
p.m. with Matty McRee. McRee
said of his music. "I'm one of
those totally self-absorbed writers -- my songs are raw emotion.
happiness. anger. sadness, hopefulness . . If I'm doing it right.
all those emotions should reveal
themselves in the music."
McRee win perform from 6-8
p.m.
Following McRee at 8:30 p.m.
is The Clarence Dobbins Revue,
a band from Nashville, Tenn.
The band is made up of musi-

clans who have backed artists
such as Al Green. Ray Charles.
Patti La Belle and James Brown.
The band will perform until
10:30 p.m.
Freedom Fest 2013 continues
Saturday. June 28. with the
Parker Ford Street Fair and
Kids' Zone. Vendors,free inflatables and more will be on the
court square from 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. The annual FNB Bank
Freedom Fest Parade will begin
at 9:30 a.m. and will travel east
on Main Street.
For more information visit
www.tourmurray.com or call
(270)759-2199.

Merryman House has need for items
Special to the Ledger
Nlerry man House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of Calloway
County has requested donations of items for clients who have been
displaced from their permanent homes due to violence. Many of
these individuals have children. Current items needed are kitchen
trash bags.toilet paper. paper towels,razors,feminine hygiene products.shampoo and conditioner,dish soap.laundry detergent, bleach.
cleaning supplies and old cell phones. For more information on how
and where to make a donation. call 759-2373. All donations are tax
deductible. Merryman House is a United Way agency.
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Ty meless Hearts Carnival to be held
The animal I ineleNs Hearts carno al so ill he held June 22 from
12-5 p.m. at Chestnut Street Park in Murray. The event features
family-friendly activites. including liv e entertainment by David
Spradling and Jammin' Gaddy's. a petting zoo and pony rides by
Molly's Mobile Ark. bounce houses. health checks, clowns, a caricature artist. vendors. games, prizes, an auction and more. For more
information
or
to
register
as
a
vendor
visit
www.tymelesshearts.com.

Trade days to be held at park
The Murray-Callow ay County Park ‘N ill host "Olde Thyme
Thursday Trade Days" every first and third Thursday of the month.
Vendors will set up booths in front of the ball fields along Arcadia
Street in Central Park. Setup and placement begins at 6 a.m. and is
on a first-conic basis. Hours are from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. No trading,
buying.selling or giving away of firearms or use animals. For more
information call Linda Cherry at (270) 227-0678.
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FDNB to hold Civil War Roundtable
Fort Donelson National Battlefield so ill hold a Civil War
Roundtable Thursday, June 20, at 7 p.m. at the Stewart County
Visitors Center in Dover, Tenn. Ruth McAllister. granddaughter of
Confederate soldier Sam Watkins, w ill be the speaker. McAllister
has produced a new edition of Watkins's memoirs, which were used
for the PBS Ken Burns special. "The Civil War.- The public is
invited to attend.

Senior food pick-up day to be held
Senior fotxl pick-up day will he Thursday. June 20, from 10:30
a.m. to 12 p.m. at Need Line, 638 S. 4th St.. Murray. For more
information call 753-6333.

CCHS Class of '73 to plan reunion
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The Calloway County High School Class of '73 will hold a
reunion Saturday. Sept. 28. at 5 p.m. at the home of Gale Broach
Cornelison. 278 Morgan Drive. Murray. A planning session will be
held Saturday. June 22. at 11 a.m. at Tom's Grille in Murray. All
interested class members are invited to attend the meeting and to
share any available classmate contact information.

Curd Cemetery 3 meeting to be held
A meeting regarding the care and upkeep of Curd Cemetery 3,
located on Brownie Road in Calloway County. will be held
Saturday. June 22. at 10 a.m. at the cemetery. A new tnistee and one
new committee member will be appointed. The public is invited to
attend. For more information contact W. Litchfield at 437-4176.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting. group .will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at 7534803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program. meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride.
call the church office at 753-1834.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Kt:cm ery meets e‘ery Friday at Edgewood Baptist
Church. At 5:40 p.m. a meal is served, at 6:40 p.m. is large group
and at 7:40 p.m. are small groups. For more information call (270)
886-4461.
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WATCH needs aluminum cans

LETTUCE EAT LOCAL.
Saar-day, June 22nd
1:00 a.m. -12:00 pm•
Vacation Bible School
at

Grace Baptist Church
1,1 7 S 9th Si. • Murr,i‘

Saturday, June 22
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Bible Stories - Crafts - Music - Snacks
Games & More

Ages: thru 6th Grade

24:u4)necuon

COUte

6faate

THIS WEEK
JUICY TOMATOES,CRISP CUCUMBERS, AMAZING OKRA,

WAUCH Center at 702 Main St.. Murray, needs aluminum cans
for an on-going fundraising project. Peggy Williams,director. said.
"These may be taken to the center during regular hours or persons
may drive through the driveway on the west side of the center and
place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night."

Mayfield Lighthouse seeking donations
The Mayfield Lighthouse is in need of donations as it renovates a
transitional apartment for its clients. Especially needed at this time
are 100 sheets of sheetrock. To make a financial contribution as an
individual, group or business,call Shanna Kay Bradley, Director of
the Mayfield Lighthouse at(270) 247-9226.

SUCCULENT SQUASH,FRIED FRUIT PIES, DRIED
GARLIC,SWEET CORN AND PLENTIFUL PEAS

tvia St, 1714-"6
,0
-11-al
Home & Garden Decor.•Wreaths• Furniture • Metal

NTOliftt

ATURDAY

111ARITT

Kentucky
Proud

For more information call: 753-7599
for more t'nformaeon,

caN 459.941141

$25
Door Prise
Weekly!

25% Off Everything!
.exductinci *tiers

New Shipment of Metal Coming This Week!
Stop by & Check Us Out!
Hours: Thurs., Fn.. Sat.& Mon. too.

ottt-soopm

Southside Shopping Center

615 South 12th Si,, Suite F &
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Murray State chemistry
department receives
continued ACS approval

Thursday,June 20. 2013 • 7

...nnmuersary

Special to the Ledger
The department of diemistry at Murray State University
received
notification from the American Chemical Society's
ACS)
Committee on Professional Training that its program
meets all of
the requirements in the ACS Guidelines for Bachelor's Degree
Programs. The ACS has agreed to continue approval of the
program
until 2016.
The American Chemical Society is the world's largest scientific
.
society, and its Committee on Professional Training was established
to promote excellence in postsecondary chemistry education and in
the professional training of chemists. The committee's report especially .....commended the rigorous curriculum that you offer your
undergraduates" and noted that the "requirement for student
research is particularly impressive given the extensive laboratory
requirements in the certified degree tracks."
. •
ACS approval ensures that Murray State students have received a
broad-based and rigorous training in the chemical sciences that
gives them the intellectual, experimental and communication skills
to become effective scientific professionals.

CCHS students attend
Summer Art Workshop
•Special to the Ledger
The Creative Arts Depanmem of the Murray Woman's Club sponsored Bobbi Jo Brashear and Cartie Row huff, students at Callow it'y
County High School. to attend the Summer Art Workshop at Nitwit!:
State University.
The 2013 Summer Art Workshop was a oneeek, hands-on workshop that covered the elements of art and explored four distinctly different mediums. Students worked independently
and collaboratively to produce one-of-a-kind
works and expanded their knowledge of art history.
Cody Arnall introduced the materials, tools
and techniques used in sculptures. The students
learned basic 3D skills while having the opporBrashear
tunity to design and build a custom work of art.
Jim Bryant presented a quick study of the basic principles of animation. Flash software was used to bring Objects to life through the
mechanics of motion. Areas of focus included basic movement.
squash and stretch, bounce, and multiple objects in motion.
Blake Sanders instructed' participants on the art of using handdrawn and digitally -rendered imagery to produce an edition of prints. Lithographic "smart
plates" were used as an accessible, flexibk
introduction to printmaking and the print studio.
Unique monoprints were produced by combining plates. •
Hannah Sanders introduced the students to
figure drawing with explorations in urbanInstallation. Students worked in dry media both independently and collaboratively on large. nontraditional surfaces.
Rowhuff
Dr. Peggy Schrock lectured on "Historical Narratives: Portraits in
Context," explaining why understanding artists and patrons of the
past matters today.
Dr. Zbynek Smetana presented —The Power of Art," a discussion
of how images -and art have been used to address audiences with
unequaled Ofectiveness throughout history.
Funds to sponsor the students were raised through the department's annual Holiday Bazaar and Bake Sale, held in October.

Mr.and Mrs. WA.Erwin in 1963
Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Erw in. of Kirksey. will
L'elebrate their 50th wedding anniversary
Tuesday. July 2. 2013. A reception in their
honor will be held Sunday. June 30. from 24 p.m. at the Kirksey Baptist Church fellow ship building. Instead of gills their children
are collecting cards, letters, stories and photos for a keepsake memory album.
Mr. Erw in and the former Gracie Ruth
George were married on that date in 1963 at

Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Erwin in 2013

Kirksey Baptist Church, with 'Ferry Sills
officiating. Their attendants were Geraldine
Gibson and Gary Washer. Their ushers were
Eldried kinds and Erw iii Washer, and the
pianist was Gail Treas.
Mr. Erw in i the son of the late Clarence
and Margie Warren Erw in.. lie is retired
from 34 years at General Tire. Mrs. Erwin is
the daughter of Ruth Mohundro Ferguson
and the late Ray George. She is retired from

teaching English as a second language w ith
the Adult Education departments of
Calloway and Graves counties. They are
longtime members of'. Kirksey Baptist
Church.
They are the parenA of two children. Anna
Jones and husband.Paul.and William Ens in
and wife. Melody. all of Kirksey. Their
grandchildren are Nathanial Em in.
Madison fa-tt in and Emma Erwin.

Raj earns degree from '0%isierrilisreeremiToriiIiEtjt
Murray State University STOREW I DE SALE if
pit

Special to the Ledger
Rebecca Raj, of Murray. graduated from Murray State
University on May II. 2013.
She received a Bachelor of
Science in biology.
Raj is the daughter of Victor
and Bella Raj.
Established in 1922. Murray
State University- has become
known through the years as a
student-centered
university
where the emphasis is on academic excellence. For the past
22 years. Murray State has been.
ranked by U.S. News & World
Report as one of the top public
universities in the nation for its
quality and affordability in edu-
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MWC THETAS: The Murray Woman's Club Theta Department met on May 20. Gale Vinson.
president of the Woman's Club. presented a program about the accomplishments of all
departments for the year 2012-2013. After the program. Vinson installed Theta officers for the
year 2013-2014. Pictured are. from left, Vinson; Pat McMullin, co-chair; Sharon Siebold, vice
chair; Janice Rose. secretary; and Jo Farley, treasurer. Not pictured is Ginny Harper. co-chair.

GARDEN TOUR

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL

Sunday, June 23rd
1:00-5:00 p.m.

Northside Baptist Church • Almo, KY
June 27 - June 30
Preschool thru 6th Grade

Pick up your FREE Map at Rolling Hills!
"Kentucky CiP1i6te?
Alsouery expeeis
11

June 27 & 28 • 6:45-8:20
Registration gi) 6:00-6:45
Dinner provided during Registration

um" lifouta,

June 29 • 9:00-12:30
Registration @ 8:45
1'

Lunch will be provided

1.!

June 30 • 6:00 p.m.

Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Closed Sunday

•

o•

Program & Family Fellowship

%No/

.
.
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Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lois For Rent
Farms For Sale
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Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
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used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

William E Marcum
2012 State Tax
$2,706,317.27

Clerks Certification to Sheriff
Discounts:
Less:
Exoneration Decrease:
Refunds:
Delinquent Tax Bills:

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/25/13 THROUGH 12/20/13 KY0487165
SMOTHERMAN FARMS - Murray KY -7 openings

Executive Chef wanted for the Paris Country
Club Minimum 4 years experience as a Chef

$44,100.12
$72,936.50
816,928.33
$39.248.14
$173,213.09

or Sous Chef in a casual dining restaurant
Send resume to ryan0thepanscc corn
or apply in person at 195 Country Club Road

$2,533,104.18

Gross: Collections:
Exoneration Intreases
Plus:
Penalties:
Franchise.

020

020

$513.62
$11,956.22
$11.1212

Notice

Notice

$1246984

82.545.574.02

Net Collections:
Sheriff's Commission
Less:
Payable to Treasurer:
Paid to Treasurer:
Amount Due State

$108,838.67
82.436735.35
V. 435.143.07
81.592.28

William E Marcum
2012 County Tax
$2.270,050.14

Clerks Certification to Sheriff:
Discounts:
Leit":
Exoneration Decrease:
Refunds:
Delinquent Tax Bills:
c

837,045.84
$20.367.81
$40,055.72
$37 637 35
$135,106.72
$2,134,943.42

Gross: Collections:
Exoneration Increases
Plus:
Penalties:
Franchise:

$50941
811.430 52
$173 79347
$185,733 40
$2,320,676.82

Net Collections:
Sheriff's Commission
Less:
Payable to Treasurer:
Paid to Treasurer
Amount Due County!

$100,265.06
$2.220,411.76
$9 918..856 2$
$1,555.48

William E Marcum
All Other Districts Combined
Clerks Certification to Sheriff:
8131,445.85
Discounts:
Less:
$76,540.56
Exoneration Decrease:
$81.711.42
Refunds:
$139.082.55
Delinquent Tax Bills:
$428.780.41

$8,145,258.82

$2,022.94
$43,019.80
8285.917.6Q
$330,960.34
$8,047,438 75

Net Collections:
Sheriff's Commission
Less:
School Commission:.

889,569.24
$167.533.92
$7,957,869.51
$7 95.1 863.3
$6,006 12

Payable to Treasurer:
Paid to Treasurer:
Amount Due Districts:

1L4tI tii
assiiimailetwa
OPEN HOUSE
345 Robertson Rd. South
June 7th & June 8th June 21st & June 22nd
100P.M. - 500P.M.
Sealed bid
5.967 acres & 2,308sg.ft home
3/4BR, 2.5BA. 2 fireplaces
Attached 1CG, screened patio, wood deck
Bid package available
Westside Baptist Church
or online @ www.wbcmurray.org
(click resources then ADMIN)
270-753-8240

Practical Dental Assistant Training

whinairivi Irons nixorr

This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
WWW.SMilepaducah.com
060

$212,591.81
$169,844.87
8138,695.47
$?15 96807
8737.100 22

Local CPA Firm seeking individual
experienced in Cluickbooks,
Non-profiVGovernmental Auditing, and tax
$12,384.526 01

83.045.97
$66.406 54
$459 711 07
$529,163.58
$298,672.97
$167,533.92

Please send resume to

-otHrAaied

P.O. Box 1040-0. Murray, KY. 42071

nvoll

812,615,016.62
LIZ605 862 74
$9.153.88

Payable to Treasurer:
Paid to Treasurer:
Amount Due Districts:

preparation. CPA Preferred. Competitive
wages and benefits available.

$12,913,689.59

Net Collections:
Sheriff's Commission
Less:
School Commission:

Front desk receptionist needed for busy dental
practice. Successful candidate must have
excellent attendance record and be willing to

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage

work full time in fun, upbeat, fast-paced
environment. Excellent professional and

912 Whitnell Ave

Lynn Grove
Find out what's I Sett Storage
happening !
this summer...
270-519-0143
subscribe to the

I

Clef & Laura Key

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Local Mail
Home Delivery
.iloWW,
$30.00
3 mo.
$55.00
6 at°.
463.00
6 mo.
$105.00
1 yr.

iPurseeniS litichanan)

3
6 mo.-....--$90.00

yr.--.......$120.oe
Check

AU Other Mail
Sabseriptioas
3 mo...............$75.O0
6
1 yr.._4145.00

Money Order

Visa

Name_
St. AddreaaR
City_
Zip

State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1010

Fort Campbell, KY

270-881-2769
270-235-9328

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month I ree!
•New Climate Control
Available
•24,7 Surveillanro
*Pest Control
IIWV '14 East
_)7r) 1175 1 100 or
:11
I,)

THE Murray Ledger &
Tirnes considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilfly whatsoever for their
activrties.

multi-task and have outstanding computer skills.
Please send resume and references to
Human Resources.
PO Box 42, Murray, KY 42071.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/16/13 THROUGH 12/10/13 KY0487350
HAZEL KY - 4 openings
WARD FARMS MC-I
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWRI whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROV6NG,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO 8. DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE $980 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN J06 ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

sale.
for
Slabs
(mostly
$10/bundle
Call
hardwood).
5:30-6:30
between
Weds evening.
270-552-0158
40
SLABS for sale. Mostly
hardwood. $10 a bundle. Call between 530Wednesday
6:00
evenings
270-522-0158

i

liaAppliances

Like new, clean Amana
dryer.
&
washer
One lady
5425/ea
owner Moving- must
sell 270-559-9080

OFFICE Clerk
Murray Country Club
Computer
Good
Skills, QuickBooks
Proficient, Some
Accounts Payable &
Receivable,
of
Knowledge
If ayroll and Taxes
Starts at $9.50 per
hour
Send Resumes to
MCC, P.O. Box 310,
Murray KY 42071
Or email to:
boo kof murra ycc@
murray-ky.net

ACCEPTING applications for experienced
Rudy's
at
help
Restaurant

When accessing the
"help ck anted" section
on our clasiolied,
wehpage at
murrayledger.corn.
you will he redirected
to johnetwork.com.
By. default.
Murray- and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
viebsite, not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you hake any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings. Thank you.

communication skills required_ Must be able to

Saturday,
June 22nd at 800 a m
Units to be sold CA8, CE316

Rest of KY/TN

Brick Layers
Wanted

DISCLAIMER
$13,121,626.23

Gross: Collections:
Exoneration Increases:
Plus:
Penalties:
Franchise:

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Help Wanted

William E Marcum
Totals All Districts
Clerks Certification to Sheriff:
Discounts:
Less:
Exoneration Decrease:
Refunds:
Delinquent Tax Bills:

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher ts guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $980 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO VVORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST
POST EMPLOYMENT

Registration is now open!(
First class is Sept 7th
87,716,47841

Gross: Collections:
Exoneration Increases:
Plus:
Penalties:
Franchise:

PP' f

State
KENTUCKY
Penitentiary - LPN
6pm-7am 3 nights per
every other
week
Primary
weekend
duties to include medication administration,
and
assessment
response to emergencies Please forward
to
resume
CorrectCareIntegrated Health at
hrOcorrectcare corn or
Fax (859) 685-0901
EEO
Kentucky
WEST
Advertising Sales position. Self-starter, experienced, organizational
skills recommended.
Family
Midsouth
Classifieds. 731-6412858
iburke.msfclassifieds gmail.corn
PADUCAH Sun is currently seeking independent contractors
for the Murray area
estimated
Monthly
profit
gross
route
$1.300 00/mo Contact
Darren Turner 0
270-575-8792

320
Apartments For Rent

Articles
For Sale

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Legal
Notice

150

060

060

010

010

010

VISA

SALES reps needed.
Work from home, flexible, large commision
checks, all sales contacts/leads provided.
Resume to:
into pecoproducts.corn
attn: Dan

glittronics

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for . your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905..
Large 28R, 2 full bath
walk-in closet, all appliances, C/H/A. plus
lawn service. 227-5173
LARGE 2BR, 2BA.
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
plus
$465
MSU.
deposit_ References
required pets oh with
additional deposit
492-8069, 970-8412

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270) 7531713
160
Home Furnishings
MATTRESS &
FURNITURE SALE
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105N 3RD
753-1502

** Owner Finance
48R 2BA 54.950
down $695/mo
Murray near lake
615-397-3171
1998 16x60 mobile
home 2BR, 113A, all
appliances included
Must be moved $9,200
o b o Call 270-2263213 or 270-978-6074
2BR, & lot. $11,900.00.
753-6012
3BR, 2BA mobile home
on corner Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr
2 lots, Red Hawk Dr
270-978-1842

39 inch Vizio Fl at
Screen TV Like new
$275 270-703-4224
140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump.
military Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air condi
honer, used carpeting,
refrigerator.
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy iunk or
running cars and trucks
and iunk battenes
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
ALL wood bed, nigh
tables and dresser.
Navy. burgandy. green
loveseat and couch
Like new. Call
753-3787
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can deliver.
MULTI purpose adhesive 4 gallon buckets,
cheap Call
270-293-2844

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD a 711
Houses For Rent
Hazel 28R 492-8526
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood. Available the end
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
house 641 South No
pets 227-6431 or
293-6156
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES TODAY
753-1916
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G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

D•

wil
440

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

Lot and a
with trees
walkout
1414 Oak
978-0876 a
460

Handyman special No
money down. 4BR.
2BA $695/mo. Murray
area. 615-397-3171
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes Various
Coleman
locations
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR, IBA Townhouse,
W/D included Starting
at $500 Please call
753-7559
3BR 2 5BA Duplex
New with glass, all
appliances, double carport, storage. Best
location 290 Enntx Dr.
1 ready now, another
1st
August
$850/month
270-753-5344
Almost new spacious
2BR duplex. Quiet
neighborhood lust outside of town No pets.
$700.00 rent & deposit.
270-853-5419.
731-782-3128
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

270-753-8556
I505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
1,Em,si cuvorturAN
2
(

2111 Co
3,796sq
3.5BA. ni
Southwest
$257,000.
270-752-0
270-978-2
slacew
raystate.ei

Commerical Prop. For Rent

2 Auto Shops
Clean up -body work
Newly painted

4BR, 3BA
Income S
Den 2/a
gprage N
windows,
cabinets
121N 27.

New heater
1 double bay.-1 single bay
270-485-6122

OFFICE SPACE70011.
Murray
downtown
includes
$550/mo
water/gas/electricity/Ira
sh pick-up 104 N 4th
Street Suite C
270-226-1103
380
Pets& Supplies
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858
puppies
Shih-tzu
CKC
Male/female.
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

I BR from $345
2BR from $175

SUBSCRIBE TO

Gulf ga
5 roun
signs,
drink c
misc mm

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Ni'
Bedroo
Riverfi
BG Re
Prof
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oversized
with work
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CLASSIFIEDS

Thursday, June 20, 2013•9

PUBLIC AUCTION

SUDOKU

Saturday June 22nd, 2013 10:00 AM

SELLING FOR MR. CHARLES AND
RHEANETTA COLEMAN

1551 COLEMAN TRAIL MURRAY, KY. 42071

LINES
—Fn.10 a.m.
Fn.9a.m.
— klon,9a.m.
— filon.12 p.m.
Tue.1p.m.
tled.12 p.m.
Thur.12 p.m.

VISA
20
Apartments For Rent

Rentals
1LAND
ently has two bed n apartments availCall for your
today
Dintment
753-2905 .
le 28R, 2 full bath
,-in closet, all applias. CiH/A, plus
service. 227-5173
IGE 2BR, 2BA.
,A, 1.5 blocks from
$465
plus
J.
Dsit. References
iired pets ok with
tional deposit
.8069, 970-8412.
NOW LEASING
& 3bedroom Apts
e accept Section
8 vouchers
ty at Mur-Cal Apts
)2 Northwood Dr
Monday,
ednesday. Friday.
'hone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711
Houses For Rent

el 2BR 492-8526
GE house for rent
very nice neighbori.
the end
Aay 270-978-6000
293-9493
\LL 2BR rental
3e 641 South No
227-6431 or
6156
Storage Rentals

&F Warehousing
?ar MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
TORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
2701 753-6266
I_ (270) 293-4183
i.m - 4 p.m. M-F

EY MINI
REHOUSES

0 St. Rt. 121S
ray. KY 42071
70-753-5562

PREMIER
1INISTORAGE
de climate control
storage
ecunty alarmed
.Safe & clean
/Ye sell boxes!
le rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

Total Prop For Rent

Auto Shops

In upbody work
ewly painted
'Vew heater
double bay
single bay

r0-485-6122

CE SPACE700ft
'town
Murray
/mo
includes
/gas/electricity/tra
ck-up 104 N 4th
I Suite C
26-1103

Pets & Supplies

Obedience
henmere corn
436-2858

tzu
puppies_
'female.
CKC
/wormed, $250270-804-8103

ISTIN Auction
Service
types Auction
Benton, KY
70-705-4859

Parking will be off Leslie Trail.
Signs posted.
Gulf gas pump, 6' round Texaco sign, Sinclair H-C
gasoline sign,
5' round Gulf sign, Pennzoil sign, Quaker State
Sign. 2 Goite.
signs, Kirksey High Eagles, Kirksey Ky sign, 10
cent Coca-Cola
drink cooler, 46 of 50 states qt milk bottles.
Ryan milk bottles,
misc.milk bottles, parking meter.
135 Massey Ferguson tractor, 2 row cultivator, 5'
finishing mower,
5' bush hog, 5' grader blade, pond scoop, spray rig,
Yamaha
Timberwolf 4 wheeler, John Deere LX 266
16HP 42" cut riding
mower, Cub Cadet 20hp 44" cut zero turn riding
mower. Snapper
riding mower, 5.5hp 21" push mower. Murray 22"
7.5hp push
mower, Poulan Pro 5hp rear tine tiller, Stihl chain
saw, Echo line
trimmer. Poulan Pro limb trimmer, 2 yard trailers,
yard sweeper,
yard swing, bird bath, sun dial.
Craftsman tool chest with 3 drawers, Craftsman
10" compound
miter saw, Craftsman router & bits. Craftsman 9" table
saw,
Craftsman 4" belt/disc sander, Craftsman 10' radial
saw.
Craftsman 1/2hp double grinder. Black & Decker
8" drill press,
Power Craft jointer, table vise, railroad anvil, 3 ton jack
stands,
bolt bin, furniture clamps. c-clamps, 4 sets of metal scaffols.
16'
extension ladder, chains, garden tools, hoes, garden
hose & reel.
metal lawn chairs, woven wire
Old wall telephone, stone crocks, dough bowel & rolling pin. 2 flat
top trunks, quilt box, kerosene lantern, Plymouth Rock dovetail
box, cross cut saw, 2 castiron kettles, beam scales, well putty. hay
hooks, fruit jars, milk cans, Fisher Price toys
Large set of Fostoria dishes, bakers rack, area rugs, entertainment center, metal shelves, straight chairs, refrigerator, upright
freezer, much much more
Terms of personal property will be full settlement day of auction with
cash and good check with proper ID. Lunch available.
Not responsible for accidents.

For your auction needs contact:
Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4428
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684
TN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223
430

1, 2. & 4BR houses.
Visit nicholsenterpnses.net
for pictures of real
estate for sale @ great
prices 753-4109
Nlurras I edger rk limes !air
!lousing ‘i.-1 Notice
All nil ,ratv .td% crowd neft•in
is sublei t to the federal Fair
A(t. n Inch malu, it
ilk ads cril•C XI% pelf:tithes limitation or dist.rinuna
non based on rat'l., 40r, ft IP

Lot and a half for sale
with trees Perfect for
basement
walkout
1414 Oakhill Dr Call
978-0876 or 759-5469
460
Homes For Sale
2111 Country Road.
3,796sg.ft.,
5BR.
3.5BA, new heat/ac,
Southwest Villa. Asking
$257,000.
270-752-0524 or
270-978-2974 or email
slacewell@murraystate.edu
4BR, 3BA, 2,500 sq.ft..
Income Suite or Man's
Den 2/acres. 2/car
gprage. New h&a. roof,
windows. appliances.
cabinets. Higgins Dr.
121N 270-489-2250

(270) 293-1600

3

.

4_ _
62
. _

1

or (270) 767-9924

6
8

Services Offered

Greg Mansfield

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

411
C
O.
. ••••........./1,v

2
8

1
5
9
7
3
2
8
4
6

8

i

2

9 1
5

(270)759-0501
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

40 yrs experience

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsaies com
270-753-4461
2006 PT Cruiser, clean.
45,600mi .
local,
motor/drive train/paint
& alc all good condition Moonroof, powere
windows, cream color
293-2218. 293-2219

Paving, Sealcoating
& Hauling

CI

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
Free estimates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020
Ky Lake

Remodeling

EXTRA NICE 2000 27
foot Prowler Camper
bumper pull Bunk bed
$6,500 0 B 0
753-0531
EXTRA NICE 2000 27
foot Prowler Camper
bumper pull Bunk bed
$6,500 0 B 0
753-0531

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

*Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

Dirt work, Hauling.
Bush hogging. Top soil,
Garden tilling.
Driveways. White rock.
Mulching. etc
270-227-0906

HALL'S, WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• is ec.k1
ph. kill-,
• locall‘ i.mrivd/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hill Electric
Since 1986

Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

small

753-9562
wwv, hilleleLtric cum

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
ON golf course. 3.100 out garages. gutters
sq.ft custom home built junk & tree work
in 2006 46R 2BA.
office, formal dining A-1 Lamb's
room, sunroom. extra Professional Tree
storage space, and Service Insured
oversized 3 car garage 753-TREE (8733)
with work area
ALL Carpentry anti
270-759-9848
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
Motorcycles I ATV's
270-226-5576
APPLIANCE REPAIR
2007 Kawasaki zx6r
SERVICE 8 PARTS
120k miles Many add
(270) 293-8726 OR
ons $5,900 0 B 0
759-5534
270-227-5450
Chuck Van Buren
06 HD Electra Glide. DRYWALL & painting
miles no lob too big or small
Only
1900
$11,500 firm, one Free estimates Call
owner. Call 3-7pm Logan at
270-293-0476
Mon-Fn 435-4619

1

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping
-Small Landscapes etc.
.Leaf Removal
.Mowing •Residentlal
.Edging •Commercial
.Mulching *Insured
.Pruning •Licensed

(270)978-4591
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Veer Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Send, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby 270-227-9027

jSTORAGEI

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured

Protecting your house
like it is our house!

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

270-753-2905

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

All our line ads are placed online

industnal/Commercial/Residential

for FREE! From pets to used cars

James C. 6allimore

Check the CLASSIFIEDS

Trimming
Quality Work

Call Mike

270-227-7074

for all your needs,
753-1916

Attentiwil
Ask about our

1

Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1 91 6

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853
Garage/Yard Sale DIRECTORY
7 FAMILY
BACKYARD SALE
4009 Radio Road

YARD SALE

4" Planer-joiner, bakers rack, treadmill.
changing table. baby walker, small fil- i
ing cabinet, girl's clothes-3mo up to
31, household items, boy's. women's
and men's clothes, toys, western book.
Lots, lots. more.

antiques, clothing. toys, and
MUCH MORE!

YARD SALE YARD SALE

MOVING
SALE

1109 Fairlane 905 Glendale Rd',68 Winchester Rd.
New Concord. KY
Fri.
Fri. & Sat.
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-2PM
SAM-?
Junior clothing
and shoes, books,
golf clubs. cross-

All proceeds
will go to
Emeritus of

instruments.
stereo and other
electronics. lots
more.

Walk to End

bow. musical

Murray's

7:30AM-2PM

Small appliances. dishes,
furniture. camping stuff. etc!

Everything

Alzheimer's.

must go!

YARD SALE

FUNDRAISER
GARAGE SALE

HUGE
YARD SALE

Murray Park

1406 Chaucer
Drive

685 Radio Rd.
Sat.

Sat.
7AM-NOON

7AM-?

Home decor. small
appliances. costumes. toys.
clothes—men,
women. boys, small
furniture, purses,
misc. household
items treadmill.

Beside Cain's Auto'

Pavilion

Fri.
8AM-4PM
Women's clothes up
to 3X, men's clothes
up to XXL, kid's
clothes, lots of
DVDs, misc.,
Everything must go.
Priced to Sell.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Make sure your golf
trip includes our new
Stay and Play program at two of
Kentucky's top courses Cherry Blossom
and Longview in
Georgetown 502570-9849 for details

1

Fri. &

Auction at Almo.
Brooks Chapel

Women

Old City Park

803 Duran Rd.

609 Broad St.'

Friday

Fri. & Sat.

Fri. & Sat.

Mississippi Mud,
size 15 cleats, Quilt,
canning. jars. TN.
stand, coolers.
clothes, shoes,
booster seat, house
hold items. pillow,
magazine, basket,
rugs. much more,

8AM

7AM

Collectibles. elecFish tanks, boy's
tronics, furniture'
clothes-3T and
toys, games, chilladies'4T. junior clothes—
dren and
small, 2X clothes
clothes. decorawomen.
household
tive/household
items and more.
items; lots of misc

,raw

832 Flint Rd.
641 N to Flint, 4th house on right.
past Burl's

7AM-??

Tidy Nook Needs
handyman/landscapericleaner to service
properties in area.
Travel required. Will
train. Must have
access to Internet
and own tools 312 S
4th St #700,
Louisville, KY 40202
888-389-8237 or 317456-5426
Winston's Restaurant
at Sullivan University
is currently seeking
servers. For more
information or to
apply, please visit
https://home.eease.a
dp.com/recruitPid=11
41331. EOE.
MISCELLANEOUS
DISH TV Retailer
Starting at
$19.99/month (for 12
mos.) & High Speed
Internet starting at
$14.95/month (where
available.) Save' Ask
About Same Day
Installation' Call Now'
1-800-254-1095.

United Methodist

-FAMILY YARD SALE
YARD SALE MULTI
YARD SALE

YARD SALE

hunters' Discover
collectibles and bargains June 28-29
during western
Kentucky's Highway
41/41A Yard Sale in
Henderson. Webster,
Hopkins, Christian.
and Todd counties
1-877-243-5280
www.Highway41Yard
Sale.com

HELP WANTED

Fri. & Sat.
7AM-??

Furniture.
household items,

Off 8th St.

CLASSIFIEDS

Almo, KY

Fri. & Sat.

Mowing E.

3 2 8

"If you've got it, we eats store it"

270-293-1924

(270) 489-2839
Tractor 8, Dozer Work

5
6
4
3
2
7
9
1

EON BEAct'

Fri. & Sat.
7AM-3PM

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

7
1
3
9
8
5
4
6

'QM

(270) 759-0890

Big Apple Cafe

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE 8
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270)474-0323

8
9
2
1
6
4
5
7

GARLAND
RENTAL

McCUISTON
kt 0 OF INC,

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

thilltniomA
•Decks
•Iirsurance Work
Licensed & Insured

Visit
kentuckytake
rem odeling.com
270-873-9916

3
4
1
2
5
9
6
8
7

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

•Addirlims
•Kitchen% (.4

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully Insured

Campers

2
8
5
4
7
6
1
3
9

*
**

General (. ontrai tor

TONY TRAVIS

270-293-4256

9
7
6
8
1
3
2
5
4

....s8111111111111Bia...

*Asphalt Installation
YEARRY S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562
227-0267

4
3
8
6
9
1
7
2
5

7 _

Replacement and Repair

*Seal coating &
striping

6
2
7
5
4
8
3
9
1

•••

ill!
, I

ML Garage Doors
Installation
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Answer to previous puzzle

3

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
All Stwt*ti Hand Naiet.

27111 293-8480

1
7
1

Over 28 Years
Experience

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6 Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

\t11,1111 I -1111 h4s Iiu

440
Lots For Sale

1
Great for your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W. 94

WWW 6FCI.L.0
2002 Harley Davidson
softail
deuce,
cutomized.
low
mileage. $9000. serious inquires only 270978-2111 or 270-2277
0067-leave a message

halltikar
tir n,ititm.il Ori).:111 iii nun
into to make am
h
to,i's limitation. or
tion
riniination
'gate lats hirhid
in the sale rental in.h truing
01 real estate based on tailors in
addition iii those protet tett
tinder tedcrai
l‘e .111 knots iUgh atoll ant
adkertising lor
hit h
,
I not in i iuii,iiuiin it the Ims All
persons are herebt 'Wormed
that all .1,elltng, ads erti.rsi an
ai
in an equal oprorn,
Illh basis
For further
Wth I air
I itinsin Ads canting regime
mini-. unnla,1

Conceptis SudoKu

(270) 226-5444

470
Motorcycles & ATVs

Real Estate

Sudoku is a number placing puzzle based on a 9k9 grid with
several go.en numbers The abtecl is lo place the ',write's 1 le
9 on the empty squares so that each roe each cotumn and each
113 but contains the same number only once The difficulty lend
ot the Conceptis Sudoku increases trorr Monday to Sit,iday

OA )1

ene
41'1

YARD
,,s SALE

Newborn girl-12mo.. pack-n-play
..
swing, 3 area rugs, comforter set with Iiiiisia
curtains, women and men's clothes
and shoes, toys, trailer hitches. DVDs.
1
••
home interior, alcs, candles. TVs and • .11 .4,..,'
mffch more!

Meet singles right
now! No paid operators. just real people
like you Browse
greetings, exchange
messages and connect live. Try it free.
Call now 1-888-9792264
NOTICES
Attention treasure

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 Driver Trainees
Needed' Learn to
drive for Werner
Enterprises' Earn
$750 per week' Local
CDL Training gets
you lob ready in 3
weeks' 1-877-2431812
Apply Now' CDL
Drivers in High
Demand' Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck
America Training and
go to work! State
WIA Grands and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available
1st yr avg. $38$40,000 per ATA
(502) 955-6388 or
(866) 244-3644.
Call Now!
International Truck
Driving School/BIH
Trucking Company
Now Taking Students'
No CDL No Problem'
State WIA Program if
qualified or Financing
available. 888-7805539
wwwfacebook.com/it
dschool
Class A CDL Drivers
Needed Midwest
Regional Home
weekends 38CPM.
Paid Orientation. Full
Benefits - $1500
Signing Bonus Online
Transport 877-9978999

Looking for
something in
particular?
Try running a

"Want to Buy" ad
with us today!

www DriveForOhline
corn
Drivers - Top pay &
CSA. Friendly Equip,
Class A CDL
Required. Recent
CDL grads wanted
877-258-8782
www ad-drivers corn
Drivers Training
Class A CDL Train
and work for us'
Professional arid
focused training for
your Class A CDL
You choose between
Company Driver,
Owner Operator.
Lease Operator or
Lease Trainer 18771
369-7192 www centraltruckdrivingiobs

Flatbed Drivers New
Pay Scale-Start 'a,
37cpm Up to
04cpm Mileage
Bonus Home
Weekends Insurance
01 401K Apply
Boydandsons COM
800-648-9915
Home Weekends $1,000 sign on
bonus Regional
flatbed. Guaranteed
pay. Excellent pay.
benefits. Lease purchase program No
tarp freight 0/Ops
welcome 800-5545661 Ext 331
www.fixtransportiobs
Your New Driving Jolt
Is One Phone Call
Away! Experienced
CDL-A Drivers and
Excellent Benefits
Weekly Hometirne
888-362-8608 1 to 5
Weeks Paid Training
Recent Grads wia
CDL-A can apply
online at
AventtCareers corn
Equal Opportunity
Employer

COMICS / FEATURES
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Winners in the first annual
Lawn
Tractor
Agility
Competition included Josh
Farley. II; Curtis Smothemian.
14; and Michael Smith. 23.
Mrs. Mable C. Marvel Perry
prepared to celebrate her 90th
birthday on Sunday. June 22.
Bill Furst, president of the
Murray Lion's Club. was pictured presenting a scholarship to
- Natalie Cooper. of Murray.
Jace Rabe. president of' the
Student
Government
Association at Murray State
University. was pictured presenting the Max G. Carman
Outstanding Teacher Award to
Barbara Malinauskas, lecturer in
the department of organizational
communication.
Ty Fiebig, son of Robert and
Linda Fiebig, graduated with
honors from the University of
Florida on May 2.
Twenty years ago
June Hicks was named
employee of the month at HT
Marketing Inc. for May 1993.
David Foley presented a special program for YMCA Day
Camp. He was pictured with
Kyle Rogers. George Alexander
and Russ Ferguson.
Birth announcements included
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Don
Starks of Murray on June 2.
Grandparents are Al and Carlene
Torsak. of Murray. and Jack and
Maxine Starks. of Hazel.
Lisa Arnold and
Ryan
Norsworthy were named as winners in the State Bible Drill held
at First Baptist Church Paducah.
They represented West Fork
Baptist Church.
Students from the 7th grade
STARS at Calloway County
Middle School were given trees
to plant with their grandparents.
Pictured were Jason Gilliam and

Mom should keep kids away
from their gun-toting grandpa

Dr. Komaroff

carelessness. --

called child endangerment and

MARSHA

ity to eat solid foods at 4 to 6

Horoscope
fives.
In 1943, race-related rioting
erupted in Detroit. federal troops
were sent in two days later to
quell the violence that resulted in
n
than 30 deaths.
In 1947. Benjamin "Bugsy"
Siegel was shot dead at the Beverly Hills. ('alif.. mansion of his

girlfriend. Virginia Hill. apparently at the- eider of mob associates.
In 1963. the United States and
Soviet Union signed an agreement
to set up a 'tot line" between
the two superpowers.
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YEA% 400
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JUNE 20TH 15 'RECESS AT
WORK' DAY, BOSS/
HOW ,0 YOU 114IN(
I SHOULD •<„
U
CELEBRATE IT"?! .

JULIUS! YOU'RE
SAYING YOU COLLOWT COME,
JP W1114 A
SINGLE
ZINGER79f

NO, NOT EVEN:
'EVER,/ OAV IS A
RECESS WITH IOU,
3UM5TEA0,1" I'M
ELLIN IA, CORA
I'M LOSIN' rrii,

---1)11110
•
/'1A

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Friday,June 21,2013:
This year will be spectacular. as
long as you keep your feet
grounded in reality. A long-term
dream could come to the forefront and become a reality. Slf
you are single, you could meet
someone who will br.lp 4oti
write your life hiatdry. if you.are
attached,as a col,ycIaixcet a
new beginning. S GletrAAIUS
does not understand what nurturing means to you.

Advice from a respected friend
could be more confusing than
helpful. A meeting could set the
tone for the rest of the day.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Keep reaching out to
someone you care deeply about.
Something serious could occur
when you least expect it. There
will be a sense of confusion
around what happens.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to consider implementing some new,
creative ideas. Understand that
your perspective of a problem
The Stars Show the Kind of could offend a loved one. The
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; less said at the present moment
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; the better.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
1 -Difficult
*** You might want to stay
focused on your family and
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might be ready for a home. Concentrate on your
mini-vacation. Be spontaneous immediate • circle. and create
when making plans. You simply more of what you want. Take
might want to take off for a visit news with a grain of salt.
to a friend who might have a LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
beach house or a home in the **** Others seek you out,
and you'll be flooded with calls,
mountains.
requests
arid
TAURUS(April 21-May 20)
invitations.
***** Keep reaching out to Pressure builds when dealing
others. Your voice tends to with a superior or an older friend.
encourage others to lighten up. Understanding happens through
Tap into your creativity with a a discussion.
suggestion that emerges in a SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Be aware of the fact that
meeting.
you might not feel the way othGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You'll become more ers do about an investment or a
aware of a financial situation. risk. Your sense of direction

ANOTHER SIGN ON

SO DOES THAT MEAN THAT
AT SOME GYMS THERE
ACTUALLY 15 A JACUZZI
LIFEGUARD?

SOME GUY WITH SUNBLOCK ON HIS NOSE
KEEPING AN
EYE ON
-k
_
PEOPLE IN
THE HOT

1
5
10
12
13

TELLING ANYONE IN
DISTRESS, OKAY, DON T
PANIC... NOW STAND UP'

r4:61

14
15
16
18
20
21
23
24
26
28
29
31
32
36
39
40
41
43
44
45
46

a
A.F1 PI E.I_ID(Ft)

Z3Z

emerges when dealing with a
rather thrifty person in your life.
Knowledge is power.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You feel better than you
have in a while. Loosen up and
enjoy the company of a favorite
person. One-on-one relating.
whether you're at work or home.

what they want, and they won't
hesitate to ask you to help. You

REANUTS(
40
fdt YOUR 4)CRK %ALL OE
REARM, 514.15 DIE LORD,

MONEY %Ail COW BACK
FM THE LAD Cf THE ENEMY
14E1E15 HOPE FOR THE NUE
96518f 1DRD, AND ittXR
MOM SHALL COME eAcx

1)MIR OWN COUNT111/."

INCIDENTALL4: NAVE
ANY OF YOU EVER

SEEN TOW ABOUT
'THE GREAT PUMPKIN'

11
17
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22
24
25
27
28
30
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Behold
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Fitness expert Jack
Ursula of "Dr No
Many a time
Bulb's place
GI entertainers

desires.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Try to focus on your
friends, especially as one might
seem off-the-wall at the moment.
Realize that others could be
deceiving themselves. You do
not want to confront anyone at
this point.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your imagination could
go haywire right now. Take the
lead, if need be. Make a point to
take off your rose-colored
shades so that you don't set
yourself up for disappointment. A
parent or older relative could be
very important -- perhaps more
than you realize.

BORN TODAY
Prince William of Wales(1982)
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brings unique rewards.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others seem to know

Crosswords

T I IS" rCD4

THE JACUZZI SAID
NO LIFEGUARD
ON DUTY.

(Or. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St..
Second Floor. Boston.MA 02115.)

Mum

by Jacqueline Bigar

ACROSS

ID U

months. But even when your baby
is ready. learning to eat solids
,takes time and practice.
Before you begin,talk with your
pediatrician. Most recommend one
of the iron-fortified infant cereals, such as rice, oatmeal or barley. for the first food. These types
of cereals are least likely to cause
allergies. Foods rich in vitamin
C. such as orange juice. can help
the absorption of iron.
There is no value. and there
is potential harm. from adding
either salt or table sugar to the
food. You will still be giving the
baby milk or formula as you gradually introduce solid foods. Be
careful not to teed the baby too
many calories. Your pediatrician
or a nutritionist can help you
plan.
Watch for symptoms of allergy. such as rash. wheezing. sum)
achache. diarrhea, gas. fussiness
or vomiting. If y(Du notice any of
these things. stop giving the food
in question and consult your pediatrician.
Also keep the following in
mind as you start your baby on
solids:
-- Add only one new food at
a time. Wait five to seven days
between new foods so that )ou
have time to %inch for a possi
Me allergy.
--Do not give honey to your
infant before I year. Honey can
cause life-threatening food poisoning (botulism).
-- Wait until your child is at
least 3 years old to give small.
round or hard foods that can cause
choking. Examples include grapes.
raw carrots, popcorn, hot dogs.
raisins, nuts, seeds, jelly beans
and other hard candies.

Dear Abby

By the Associated Press
France and his family attempted
Today is Thursday. June 20. to flee the country in the sothe 171st day. of 2013. There are called Flight to Varennes but were
_ 194 days left in the year. Sum- caught.
mer arrives at 10:04 p.m. PacifIn 1837. Queen Victoria accedic time (Friday 1:04 a.m. Eastern ed to the British throne follow
time).
ing the death of her uncle. King
Today's Highlight in History:
William IV.
On June 20, 1863, West VirIn 1893. -a jury. in New 'Bedginia became the 35th state.
fwd. Mass., found Lizzie Borden
On this date:
not guilty of the as murders of
In 1782. Congress approved hp father and stepmother.
the Great Seal of the United States.
In 1921. U.S. Rep. Alice Mary
featuring the emblem of the bald
Robertson, R-Okla.. became the
eagle.
first woman to preside over a sesIn 1791. King Louis XVI of sion of the House of Represent&

ti

Introduce solid foods for
infants at 4 to 6 months

his grandmother. Z,effie Woods.
Thirty years ago
DEAR ABBY: The letter you could result in the children being
DEAR DOCTOR K: I've startA special feature story and picprinted from "Gun-Shy in South taken away. Readers let me have
ed giving pureed solid foods to
tures concerning Dr. Hugh
Carolina" (March 51. about the it with both barrels:
my 2-month-old daughter My sisHouston. who had practiced-- antics of her gun-toting, alcoholic
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to
ter doesn't think this is safe. What's
father-in-law, caught my attention. "Gun-Shy" was off the mark! As
medicine here for 50 years, were
your opinion?
I'm a former mental health clini- a vet and former law enforcepublished. Murray-Calloway
DEAR READER: I agree that
County Hospital had named its cian and program inspector. I dis- ment officer. I think the whole
it's too soon. Pediatricians advise
cussed
that
letter
with
a
friend
family
"wimp"
is
in
mode
For
Long Term Care unit in his
waiting until a baby is 4 months
who is a psychiatrist
adults to watch a drunk adult fire
honor.
old to introduce solid foods. You
"Grandpa" a gun in the air around his famForty years ago
can even wait a bit longer. Breast
has probably ily and not call 911 was ignorant
Murray residents receiving
milk or ironalready vio- and dangerous. Al.L states have
fortified infant
dormitory
scholarships
to
lated at munic- laws about firing guns in the air
videsall proeformula
Murray State University were
ipal ordinance (illegal). firing guns while drunk
regarding (IN\ I illegal I. unsecured loaded weapons
Sarah E. Calhoun. daughter of
nutrients your
charging
a (illegal), and firing guns, around
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Calhoun. and
needs for
baby
firearm
in
children
in
a
home
environment
Paula Beth Lyons. daughter of
the first 6
corporatehm- (illegal). That jerk should have
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lyons Jr.
months. There
its. I agree been arrested! -- SMOKEY
Salem Baptist Church women
with you that
is no proven
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for
attending a breakfast included
he has endan- reminding your readers that when
benefit from
Mesdames Paul Calhoun. Ferrel
gered
introducing
his someone shoots a gun into the
Miller, Jerry Sheridan. Paul
grandchil- air, the bullet comes down somesolid
foods
By Abigail
dren.
Dailey Sr.. Fleetwood Crouch.
My where. A child near my homebefore
By
Van Buren
friend advised town died last New Year's Eve
months, and
Marion Matthews. Hugh Foster.
Dr. Anthony
that, according to the local inter- when she stepped Outside with
there are risks.
Ethel Miller. James Fain. Clifton
Komaroff
pretation of mental health statutes. her grandmother to watch the fireBabies
Key, Iva Rodgers. Gordon
Grandpa might be eligible for works and a bullet fell to earth
younger
than
months
4
are not
Crouch. Chastene Stone. Luck
involuntary commitment and eval- and lodged in her brain. The police
physically ready for solid foods.
Burt and Bernice Boyd,
uation in a psychiatric facility. He believe the gun may have been
They usually cannot sit up by themFifty years ago
could be disarmed by the police. fired from a few miles away. -selves or hold their heads up well.
Bill Graham of Murray State
if necessary.
CHRISTINA
Also, the muscles in the mouth
"tiun-Shy" should heed her
College was named best golfer
DEAR ABBY: Why didn't you
that help guide solid food into
motherly instincts. stay home and suggest a family intervention for
of the Ohio Valley Conference.
the hack of the throat and then
refuse to isit Grandpa until he the grandfather's alcoholism? The
down into the stomach are not
The
Public
Housing
enters treatment. Otherwise there's family could be helped by going
fully developed. This means that
Administration approved a loan
a high probability that she will to Al-Anon to learn how to detach
when they try to swallow solid
of $359,422 to the City of mourn the loss of one
or more with love from his disease. Alcofoods into the stomach, the food
Murray for the construction of
dead children.
holics need to understand how
can drop down into the lungs.
thirty low rent homes for the eldGrandpa seems to think that their drinking affects them and
not the stomach. That's called
erly.
booze and guns make him brave. others. Possible estrangement from
as
mtriaation, and it can cause pneuA braise person is a military medic. his grandchildren might be a way
Sixty years ago
a
member
of
the
U.S.
Coast
Guard
to
break through his denial. -Gerald Cooper and Lowell
'Giving solids before 4 months
and the thousands of first respon- STEVE C.
Cooper of the Hazel High
may increase the risk of obesity.
ders who demonstrate their bravDEAR ABBY: My friend
School Chapter of the Future
Type I diabetes and celiac disery by saving human lives. Many
Michelle died last July Fourth.
Farmers of America, along with
ease. although these disease links
Medal of Honor recipients earn She was killed because someone
are not solidly established. It may.
their advisor. Cannon Parks. the ass ard not by the number of
fired a gun into the air. She was
also increase the risk of eczema
attended the state FFA convenenemies killed. but lives saved. - beautiful, talented and left behind
and of food allergies. Breast-fed
tion in Louisville.
- RESPONSIBLE. GUN OWNER a fiance, a mother, a sister and
babies who start solids early tend
DEAR RESPONSIBLE: I many friends. She was receiving
Miss Onie Skinner was the
to stop breast-feeding sooner
agree.
Some
readers
felt
I
should
her
Ph.D.. was a brilliant researcher
speaker at the meeting held by
Given all we know about the
have been tougher in my response. for the CI3C and had just picked
the Dorcas Class of the First
health benefits of breast-feeding.
and
that
tiun-Shy
and
her
chilup
her
wedding
gown.
She
was
Baptist Church at the home of
that's not a good thing.
dren should not v isit Grandpa at the victim of a senseless act caused
Mrs. Eugene Tarry Jr.
Most babies develop the abilall. Failure to act on her fears is by someone's
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PREP BASEBALL

ROTARY CHARITY BASSJISHING TOURNAMENT

Lollar
named to
All-State,
others All
Region

More than 100 boats expected

Staff Report
Former Murray High standout John Lollar was named
Second Team All-State by the
Kentucky High Scluml Baseball
Coaches Association.
The honor follows 1A4lar's
selection to the All-Region baseball team. where .he '.as joined
by a slew of other local players.
The Murray State signee was
the leading vote getter for the
squad, which also included
teammate Zack Grogan. who
garnered honorable mention.
accolades, and
Calloway
County's Tyler Greer.
As for the 1st Region AllTournament Team. Murray
High's Luke Brim n and John
Ramey were selected, as was
Calloway County catcher Caleh
Brannon.
Calloway County's Aaron
Collie earned the Orthopedic
Institute of Western Kentucky
scholarship.

NBA FINALS

A title,
legacies on
the line
for Heat,
Spurs
BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer
MIAMI (AP) — Game 7s
do more than settle championships. They define legacies.
No matter what happens
Thursday night. LeBron James
and the Miami Heat, and Tim
Duncan's San Antonio Spurs
have already won NBA titles
and secured a place in history.
Now is their opportunity to
elevate it.
The truly memorable teams
won the hard way,and that will
be the case for the one celebeating at center court this
time. It's either a Heat repeat.
possible only after James led
them back from what seemed
certain elimination in the closing seconds of Game 6, or the
Spurs shaking off as gutwrenching a loss as a team can
have to become just the fourth
club to win a Game 7 of the
NBA Finals on the road.
"As a competitor you love
it, because you know you have
an opportunity and it's up to
you." Heat guard Ray Allen
said. "We have a chance in our
building to make something
great. All of our legacies are
tied to this moment,this game.
It's something our kids will be
able to talk about that they
were a part of. Forever will
remember these moments, so
we want to not live and have
any regrets."
Allen played in the game
the last time the NBA's season
went down to the very last day,
the Boston Celtics fading at the
finish and falling 83-79 to the
Los Angeles Lakers in 2010.
That made home teams 14-3 in
finals Game 7s. with no road
since
winning
team
Washington beat Seattle in
1978.
Overcoming those odds, not
to mention the NBA's winningest team, would make this
more memorable than the
Spurs' previous four titles,
•See FINALS, 12A

Foundation for Family and
Children, Heskett says there's
no reason it's turned into the
The 3rd Annual Rotary biggest fundraiser of the year
Bass
Charity
Fishing for the club.
"It's for a great. great cause.
Tournament on Kentucky Lake
is Saturday. and tournament and the need is definitely
director Dennis Heskett can't there." he said. "I(K) percent of
believe how much the event the proceeds. the sponsorships.
goes to the charity. It's a great
has grown.
"This year we are expecting fundraiser and a way of having
nearly 100 boats," Heskett said. a lot of fun. It's kind of a win"I think it started out with 50 win situation. You get to get
boats, and so we have almost out on the lake and fish, and
doubled our size in just a short you get to raise money for
charity to do it.
amount of time."
"(Anglers) get a day of fishWith registration still open
and Heskett expecting several ing and we get the opportunity
boats to sign up on the day of to raise some money for a great
the event, the Murray Rotary charity."
Take-off for the tournament
Club is hopeful for another
is set for 5:30 a.m., and weighsolid event.
And with the money going in will take place at 2 p.m.,
Murray
Rotary each at Kentucky Dam Village
to
the
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times
Dennis Heskett interviews Calloway County High School
anglers Bracken Robertson and Dillon Starks recently
during the Rotary Club of Murray's meeting in the Quad at
Murray State University. The Laker duo took top honors in
the first-ever KHSAA Bass Fishing State Championship.

Marina.
There's a guaranteed first
place prize of $3,000, and two
guaranteed big bass prizes, and
Heskett said even if a person
isn't interested in participating,
the event still always makes for
a fun time.
"It's just exciting to be
around that many boats and
that many people," he said.
"Just the excitement of the
take-off and the cast-off, and of
course, when they come back
for the weigh-in. We will have
free hot dogs and watermelon
and stuff. We have people and
sponsors that have donated gift
certificates from several sporting goods stores from around
the area, so we will also have a
lot of giveaways."
FLW is assisting the club in
See FISHING, 12A

KENTUCKY STATE AMATEUR MEN'S GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

PGA TOUR

Newcomb needs comeback

Woods to
rest elbow,
skip AT&T
National

MSU Sports Information
A come-from -behind effort
u ill he needed if former Murray
Stare golfer Patrick Newcomb is
to claim his third straight
Kentucky State Amateur Men's
Golf Championship in Bowling
Green, Ky.
Neucomb (Benton, Ky.) followed up his first round 5tinder-par 67 with a I -over 73
for a 140 total which was good
for a spot in third place in the
field of 154 players...Newcomb
begins Thursday's final round at
Bowling Green Country Club
five shots off the lead of Tyler
McDaniel (Manchester, Ky.)
who carded scores of 6867= I 35. First round leader Clay
Hinton (Elizabethtown. Ky.)
was in second place with scores
of 66-72=138.
Incoming Mal freshman
Matthew Zakutney (Paducah,
Ky..) has made quite an impression at the Commonwealth's
signature event. Out of St.
Mary's High School. Zakutney
turned in a 74 in round one, but
bounced back in round two with
a 3-under-par 69 for a total of
MSU SPORTS INFORMATION
143.
Kentucky amateur
third
his
for
vying
is
Newcomb
Patrick
golfer
Former Murray State
Two other tbrmer Racers
this week. Newcomb will need to come back in order to claim the
Green
Bowling
in
title
made the cut as well with Chris
title as he sits five shots back in third place.
Griffin (Paducah. Ky.) who is
an assistant coach with MSU's four current Racers from seeing of 82-72=154. Brock Simmons length of 6,853 yards and to a
women's golf program, turning action in Thursday's final (Murray, Ky.) carded scores of par of 72.
Tee times for Thursday's
in scores of 76-74=150 for a round.
79-76=155. while • Preston
spot in 49th place. Kyle Shirley
Daniel Harper (Murray. Ky.) French had rounds of 79- final round include: Griffin at
8:27 am.. Shirley at 9:12 a.m..
(Bowling Green. Ky.) was in had scores of 77-76=153, while 78=157.
at 9:30 a.m. and
Zakutney
56th place with rounds of 78- Duncan
Country
Green
Bowling
McCormick
.
73=151.
(Morganfield. Ky.) had scores Club is playing this week to a Newcomb at 9:48 a.m.
The 152 cut line prevented

DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
In little more than a month,
Tiger Woods went from being
tough to beat to having a tough
time even playing.
Woods said Wednesday that
soreness in his left elbow
would keep him from defending his title next week in the
at
National
AT&T
Congressional, and that he
would not compete again until
the British Open next month at
Muirfield.
This is the sixth straight
year that injury has kept him
from either playing a tournament or finishing one.
The culprit this time is a
strain in his left elbow. The
problem first became apparent
during the opening round of
the U.S. Open last week at
Merion, when he was flexing
his left wrist or dangling his
arm behind his back after shots
out of the thick, punishing
rough.
"I was examined after I
returned home from the U.S.
Open, and the doctors determined I have a left elbow
strain." Woods said on his website. "I have been advised to
take a few weeks off, rest and
be ready
undergo treatment.
•See TIGER, 12A

MLB: CARDINALS 4, CUBS I

Molina, Westbrook lead Cardinals over Cubs,4-1
pitch just over the outfield wall hit to center.
NOTES: The Cardinals
to improve to 9 of 15 with three
homers against Jackson.
earned at least a split of the
Jay went to third on a hit- four-game series. ... Jackson's
and-run with Daniel Descalso exit with one out in the fifth
singling to right and scored on snapped a five-game streak in
a hit from Pete Kozma to give which the Cubs' rotation
St. Louis a 4-1 lead.
recorded a quality start and a
Westbrook retired the Cubs
seven-game stretch in which it
in order in the first and seventh
went at least six innings. .
innings, allowing at 4e.ast one
is hitting .431 with runCraig
to reach in the five innings
scoring position.
in
ners
between. He faced the miniin the second
single
Rizzo's
mum in three of those five
. Molina
streak.
0-10
a
ended
were
innings. Two runners
third of
his
with
assessed
was
double
inning-ending
erased on
plays and Luis Valbuena was the year error for dropping the
caught stealing on a pitch out ball in the second and allowing
Ryan Sweeney and Welington
Edwin Jackson (3-9) was for the first out of the third.
Anthony Rizzo opened the Castillo to advance. He had
pulled after he hit Jon Jay following Molina's blast to left second with a single and went three all of last season. . Major
field. He pitched 5 1-3 innings, to third when second baseman League Baseball made two
allowing four earned runs on Matt Carpenter's throw to start scoring changes from the
six hits. He struck out one and a potential double play sailed Cardinals' game June II at the
over the Kozma's head and into
walked two.
New York Mets. It rewarded
leftfield. Rizzo tagged up on a
the
in
reached
Allen Craig
Molina a double rather than an
fifth after second baseman's sacrifice fly from Barney and
as originally scored and
error
Darwin Barney's throw on the scored after'knocking the ball
an error assessed to
changed
glove.
back end of a double-play out of Molina's
Freese to a hit for
David
38
start
to
singled
Carpenter
Cardinals
attempt went to the
the first and scored on Craig's David Wright.
dugout. Molina drove a

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Yadier
Molina hit his fifth home run
and Jake Westbrook pitched
seven innings of two-hit ball in
the St. Louis Cardinals' 4-1
victory over the Chicago Cubs
4-1 on Wednesday night.
Westbrook (3-2) worked
around trouble almost the
entire night in his second start
since coming off the disabled
list with a sore elbow. He gave
up no earned runs, striking out
two and walking three.
Edward Mujica pitched a
perfect ninth inning for his 21st
save in 21 attempts.

JEFF ROBERSON / AP Photo
as he reaches home
celebrates
Molina
Cardinals' Yadier
the sixth inning of
during
run
home
two-run
a
hitting
after
Wednesday's game against the Cubs at Busch Stadium.
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•Finals...
player at his very best when his
needed him most.
team
though this is a franchise that
2-5 in the series had
Games
never dwells too much on the
but that one was a
ugly,
been
past or looks too far into the
beauty.
future.
"I think - I know - that
All that matters is now.
will go down as one of
game
all
it's
know
"You
what,
about just winning the title. It's the best finals games that's
not about situation or what has been seen," Heat guard
led up to it," Duncan said. it's Dwyane Wade said. "But I
a great story for everybody think this series will go down
else, but were here for one rea- as being one of the most comson, one reason only: It's to try petitive. bizarre series that's
to win this game (Thursday). been seen. So this is what you
We have had a very good sea- pay for to watch. You pay to
son thus far, and I think we just watch two great teams battle to
want to get to the game more the very, very end, and that's
than anything. We just want to what we'll do (Thursday). It
see what happens and be able will be to the very last second."
The Heat could become the
to leave everything out there."
first repeat champions
NBA's
to
back
The teams trudged
Lakers in 2010.James
the
since
12
some
.
Wednesday
arena
the
hours after the Heat pulled out and Chris Bosh moved to
a 103-100 overtime victory in Miami to join Wade a few
Game 6 to even the series. The weeks later and they are in the
Spurs. five points ahead with finals for the third time in three
28 seconds left in regulation. chances.
had to fight off fatigue and
But playing for titles is more
heartbreak, insisting neither
expected than celebrated now
would linger into Thursday.
By far the best game of this in Miami, and a 66-win season
series. Game 6 immediately that included a 27-game wintook its place among the best ning streak - and perhaps the
finishes in finals history, with whole Big Three era - goes
everything from James triple- down as a failure if the Heat
double to Allen's tying 3-point- fall Thursday. Yet James said
er with 5.2 seconds left in reg- he doesn't need the victory to
validate his decision to take his
ulation.
It had close calls, debatable talents to South Beach.
"I mean, I need it because I
decisions, and the NBA's best

From Page 11A

want it and I only came here my only goal is to win championships," he said. "I said it, this
is what I came here for. This is
what I- wanted to be a part of
this team for."
He. Wade and Bosh are
going for No. 2, while San
Antonio is getting a second
shot at what would be a fourth
together for Duncan. Tony
Parker and Manu Ginobili. All
their years together have given
the Spurs' trio the belief they
from
back
bounce
can
Tuesday's collapse.
The team went to dinner
after the game. Duncan figuring that was better than guys
sitting alone with their
thoughts in their rooms. Parker
and Boris Diaw discussed a
similar situation with the
French national team in the
2005 European championships.
when they .blew a late lead
against Greece in the semifinals but then came back to beat
Spain for the bronze medal.
"We just have to be positive
and forget Game 6," Parker
said. "It was a great opportunity, but that's life. It's basketball
and everybody will be ready."
So will James, who was
planning a relaxing night with
family and friends Wednesday.
He has the most at stake in the
game. and when it's over he'll
be either a two-time NBA

•Fishing...
From Page 11A
the organization of the tournament, and Heskett said that
means anglers should expect a
first-class event.
"We couldn't do this without
FLW,and you know when FLW
is involbed in any type of tournament that it's going to be topnotch." he said.
The pre-registration entry
fee for the tournament is $100
per boat, while the cost is $120
Saturday morning on site, with

a 90 percent payback of entry
to the top 20 percent of teams.
"We are really excited and
looking forward to a really successful tournament again,"
Heskett said. "This is the
largest fundraiser we have for
our charity, and it's turned out
to be the largest fundraiser for
the foundation that we have at
this time."
More information on the
tournament is available at murrayrotary.org.

Finals MVP or a two-time loser
in a Heat uniform.
"I want to go down as one of
the greatest. I want our team to
go down as one of the greatest
teams. And we have an opportunity to do that," James said.
"Hasn't been many teams to
win back-to-back championships. It's so hard. It's the
hirdest thing. I said last year it
was the hardest thing I've ever
done, winning my first. Last
year don't even come close to
what we've gone through in
this postseason and in these
finals.
"So I'll be there (Thursday)
night. I'm going to give it my
all."
The Spurs have never lost in
the finals, but they've never
faced a situation quite like this.
They won a Game 7 for the
2005 championshi4p. but that
victory over Detroit was at
home. The last five finals that
went the distance all went to
the home team.
"I don't really care what it's
been like for anybody else at
any time." Spurs coach Gregg
Popovich said. "All I know is
we have had a hell of a year
and we have an opportunity to
win a championship. That's all
that matters."
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,Marquis 9-2) 10 10 pm
Miami (Koehler 0-5) at San Francisco.
(Gaudin 2-11 10 15 p m

NBA FINALS
San Antonio 3, Miami 3
Thursday, June 6:
San Antonio 92 Miami 88
Sunday, Juno 9:
Miami 103, San Antonio 84
Tuesday, Juno 11:
San Antonio 113. Miami 77
Thursday, June 13:
Miami 109 San Antonio 93
Sunday, Juno 16:
San Antonio 114, Miami 104
Tuesday, Juno 18:
Miami 103, San Antonio 100 OT
Today
San Antonio at Miami 9 p m

Friday
Houston at Chicago Cubs 2 20 p m
Colorado at Washington 7 05 p m
N Y Mets at Philadelphia 705 p m
Atlanta at Milwaukee 8 10 pm
Texas at S1 Louis, 8 15 p m
Cincinnati at Arizona 9 40 p m
Pittsburgh at L A Angels 10 05 pm
LA Dodgers at San Diego 10 10 p m
Miami at San Francisco 10 15 p m

MLB
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct GB
43 30.589
Atlanta
7
35 36.493
Washington
8
35 38.479
Philadelphia
27 41.397 1352
New York
22 49 310 20
M180/11
Central Division
L Pct
W
46 26.639
St Louis
44 29 603
Cincinnati
42 30 583
Pittsburgh
29 41 414
Chicago
29 41 414
Milwaukee
West Division
L Pct
W
39 33.542
Arizona
37 34.521
San Francisco
37 36 507
Colorado
'36 36.500
San Diego
30 40 429
Los Angeles

GB
25/
4
16
16

GB
1Y2
21/
3

a

Wednesday
N.Y Yankees 6 L A Dodgers 4. 1st
game
Arizona 3 Miami 1
San Francisco 4. San Diego 2
LA Dodgers 6. N Y Yankees 0. 2nd
game
Washington 6. Philadelphia 2. 11
innings
Toronto 5. Colorado 2
Atlanta 5, N Y Mets 3
Cincinnati 2. Pittsburgh 1. 13 innings
Milwaukee 3. Houston 1
Si Louis 4. Chicago Cubs 1
Today
Pittsburgh (Cumpton 0-0) at Cincinnati
(H.Bailey 4-5), 1215 p.m.
Milwaukee (Gallardo 6-6) at Houston
(Harrell 5-7). 2:10 p.m
Colorado (Oswalt 0-0) at Washington
•
(Zimmermann 9-3). 7-05 p.m
N.Y Mets (Niese 3-6) at Atlanta (Minor
8-2). 710 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Feldman 6-5) at St.
Louis (Lynn 9-1). 815 p.m
L.A Dodgers (Fite 1-2) at San Diego

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct
W
44 30.595
Boston
42 31.575
Baltimore
39 32 549
New York
37 35.514
Tampa Bay
35 36 493
Toronto

Vol.

ri

GB
154
354
6
711

Central Division
L Pct
W
39 31.557
Detroit
35,507
36
Cleveland
34 36.486
Kansas City
36.471
32
Minnesota
29 40.420
Chicago

GB
3Y2
5
6
2
1
9/

West Division
L Pct GB
W
.
'43 30.589
Oakland
3
39 32.549
Texas
2
1
32 40 444 10/
Seattle
11
31 40.437
Los Angeles
16
46,370
Houston
Wsdn.dsy
NY Yankees 6. LA Dodgers 4. 1st
game
Baltimore 13, Detroit 3
Cleveland 6. Kansas City 3
LA Dodgers 6. N Y Yankees 0, 2nd
game
Toronto 5. Colorado 2
Tampa Bay 6, Boston 2
Oakland at Texas. 8 05 p.m
Minnesota 7, Chicago White Sox 4
Milwaukee 3, Houston 1
Today
Chicago White Sox (Joh.Danks 1-3) at
Minnesoia (Diamond 4-6), 1,10 p m.
OakialrGrittin 5-6) at Texas (Lindblom
0-2). 205 p.m.
Milwaukee (Gallardo 6-6) at Houston
(Harrell 5-7), 210 p.m.
Tampa Bay(M Moore 8-3) at N Y.
Yankees (Pettitte 5-4), 7.05 p.m.
Boston (Lackey 4-5) at Detroit
(J Alvarez 1-0), 7-08 p.m
Seattle (F.Hernandez 8-4) at L A
Angels (Hanson 4-2). 10-05 p m
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111Tiger...
From Page 11A
to go for the British Open, and
I'm looking forward to playing
at Muirfield."
His injury is a blow to the
AT&T National, which benefits
the Tiger Woods Foundation.
This will be the third time since
it began in 2007 that Woods
has missed the tournament
because of injury - knee surgery in 2008. his left Achilles
tendon , in 20,11 and an elbow
injury this year.
"Any time you have Tiger in
the field, it certainly adds to it
a lot," tournament director
Greg McLaughlin said. "But
we have a very nice field this
year and we look forward to a
great AT&T National."
Masters champion Adam
Scott and U.S. Open champion
Justin Rose' are among those
scheduled to play.
McLaughlin said Woods is
to be at Congressional at least
on Wednesday to take part in
the opening ceremonies.
Woods was not specific
about when or how the latest
injury happened. He first
showed signs of being hurt
after hitting shots in the rough
during the rain-delayed opening round at _Merlon, though he

told a USGA official it was
"fine" when he left the course
Thursday evening.
After finishing the first
round Friday morning, he said
only that the reason he gri-

Woods was a five-time winner
and the defending champion,
he had the worst nine-hole
score of his career with a 44 on
the back nine that led to a 79 in
the third round. He tied for
65th and finished 20 shots
behind, his largest deficit for a
full-field event. At Merlon, he
wound up with a 13-over 293,
his highest score ever for the
U.S. Open and tied for his
highest 72-hole score in any
major.
Even so, the announcement
Wednesday was surprising.
Woods had said Friday at
Merion that he would not have
withdrawn even if it were not
the U.S. Open. He was not
asked about his elbow the rest
of the week.
It will be the 10th time
Woods is unable to defend a
title in official PGA Tour
events, with six of those related
to reconstructive surgery on his
left knee after he won the 2008
U.S. Open at Torrey Pines. The
last time he failed to defend
was in 2010 at Bay Hill, when
he was returning from the scandal in his personal life.
His website said he felt
minor discomfort before going
to Merion and aggravated the
area last week.
Woods extended his regrets
to AT&T, secondary sponsors
and fans in Washington for not
being able to play.
"The AT&T National means
a lot to me and my foundation."
he said. "It's especially difficult
not defending at my own tournament. It's going to be a great
event, and I look, forward to
being there to provide my sup-

maced after shots out of the
rough was because of "pain"
and that he felt it on a few
shots. That afternoon, he
revealed that he first hurt his
Players
The
at
elbow
Championship. but he declined
to say which round or on what
kind of shot. Woods won The
Players Championship on May
12 for the first time in 12 years.
It was his fourth P(;A Tour in
of the season.
Woods picked up those four
in just eight starts worldwide,
and the win at Sawgrass was
his third victory in his last four
tournaments. The exception
was the Masters, where he tied
for fourth, four shots out of a
playoff.
But the last two tournaments
have produced a surprising out-

Port."
AT&T is under contract as
title sponsor through 2014.The
Dallas-based company recently
announced that it would take
over as title sponsor for the
Byron Nelson Championship
starting in 2015. It also is the
longtime title sponsor at Pebble
Beach.
The British Open is July 1821 at Muirfield, where Woods'
bid for the calendar Grand
Slam ended in 2002 when he
was caught in nasty weather.
Woods shot 81 in the third
round - 10 players failed to
break 80 - for his highest
come.
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Contact us today to get started...
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619 South 4th Street • 753-6831
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